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ABSTRACT

This report describe• The Computer Codes for Evaluation of Control Room
Habitability (HABIT). HABIT is a package of computer codes designed.to be
used for the evaluation of control room habitability in the event of an
accidental release of toxic chemicals or radioactive materials. Given
information about the design of a nuclear power plant, a scenario for the
release of toxic chemicals or radionuclides, and information about the air
flows and protection systems of the control room, HABIT can be used to
estimate the chemical exposure or radiological dose to control room personnel.

HABIT is an integrated package of several programs that previously needed to
be run separately and required considerable user intervention. These are
EXTRAN, CHEM, TACT5, FPFP_2, and CONHAB. New input routines have been written
for these routines using data input windows. These are designed for easy use
when entering, reviewing, and revising the data. The programs can now be run
in sequence as an integrated package. Improvements have been made in the
computational methods used by some of the. routines. The programs produce
files containing ASCII tables of values and output files that can readily be
imported into a commercial spreadsheet to be graphed or for further
computations.

This report discusses the theoretical basis and physical assumptions made by
each of the modules in HABIT and gives detailed information about the data
entry windows. Sample runs are given for each of the modules. A brief
section of programming notes is included.

A set of computer disks will accompany this report if the report is ordered
from the Energy Science and Technology Software Center. The disks contain the
files needed to run HABIT on a personal computer running DOS. Source codes
for the various HABIT routines are on the disks. Also included are input and
output files for three demonstration runs.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Computer Codes for Evaluation of Control Room Habitability (HABIT) is a
package of computer codes designed to assist in the evaluation of control room
habitability in the event of accidental spills of toxic chemicals or the
accideptal release of radionuclides.

Several computer codes previously existed that were capable of performing
parts of the computations needed to estimate chemical exposures or
radiological doses in control rooms. The Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL)
was given the task of combining these modules into a unified package that
could be used with a maximum of ease and a minimum of user preparation. Data
input has been completely redesigned. Improvements have been made in some of
the computational methods used in the modules. The programs produce files
containing tabular output and other files that can readily be imported into
commercial spreadsheets to be graphed or for use in further computations.

Two modules are used for estimating chemical exposures. The first, EXTRAN,
determines the release rate of a chemical in the event of release due to leaks
or ruptures of liquid or gas tanks. It also uses a model that computes
atmospheric dilution, including the effects of building wakes, to determine
the chemical concentration (toxic and/or explosive gaseous materials) arriving
at the intake to the control room. The second code, CHEM models the dilution
of the chemical by flows in the control room and determines the chemical
exposure to control room personnel.

Three modules can be used to determine doses in the control room associated
with the accidental releases of radionuclides: TACT5, FPFP_2, and CONHAB.

The TACT5 code is used to model situations in which contamination is released
to the atmosphere and subsequently enters the control room. The model allows
the plant to be modeled as a group of compartments, which are called nodes in
the nomenclature of TACTS. Air exchange can occur between any pair of nodes
and it is possible for'air to escape from any node into the atmosphere. The
transfer may be filtered or unfiltered and the nodes may contain sprays.
TACTS may be used to produce atmospheric release rates for use by CONHAB for
determining control room doses and can also be used by itself to estimate
doses at three selected exterior points.

The FPFP 2 code is used to model radioactive flow through the plant. The flow
path is Ereated as a linear sequence of flow elements, which are called spaces
and nodes in FPFP 2. The flow path leads to the control room intake. The
spaces may be rooms, ducts, filters, or resistances. One node exists between
each pair of spaces. These nodes are points at which clean air may flow into
the path from the environment or contaminated air may escape to the
environment. The code includes the effects of removal by sprays, filters,
gravitational settling of particles, and diffusion of iodine onto surfaces.

The CONHAB code can accept contaminant inflow from up to two sources of
outside air (i.e., two TACTS runs) and up to two sources of air from within
the plant (i.e., two FPFP 2 runs), CONHAB includes the effects of radioactive
decay, dilution by control room flows, and removal by filters and produces
doses to control room personnel.
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Overview of HABIT

1. AN OVERVIEW OF THE
CONTROL ROOM HABITABILITY PACKAGE

(HABIT).

I.I. A Brief Description of HABIT.

The Control Room Habitability Package (HABIT) is an integrated set of computer
programs designed to estimate the radiation doses and chemical exposures that
personnel in the control room of a nuclear facility would be exposed to in the
event of an accidental release of radioactive materials or toxic chemicals.

HABIT consists of a number of program modules. Data entry routines use
windows designed to guide the user through the correct sequence of steps and
to allow easy review and editing of the data. When each value is entered, it
is checked to be sure that it is within the predetermined range of reasonable
values for that parameter. The computational routines are executed by
clicking buttons on the data entry screens.

The computational routines produce files containing tabular output that can be
printed or can be viewed using any common text processor. They also produce
files that can be easily imported into spreadsheet programs using the "Import
quote and comma delimited file" commands available on most commercial
spreadsheets. The spreadsheet may then be used to graph results or to make
further computations. Files are also used to convey results from one
computational component to the next.

The major modules within HABIT are the HABIT Main Window, which controls the
execution of the other components, and EXTRAN, CHEM, TACT5, FPFP_2, and
CONHAB. Each of these modules is used to calculate a specific component
needed for estimation of control room doses and exposures. They also each
produce results that may be of interest in their own right.

Two program modules are run in sequence for chemical concentration and
exposure computations. EXTRAN (for EXternal TRANsport of toxic chemicals) is
the code for the computation of atmospheric chemical concentrations associated
with a release of a toxic chemical. The EXTRAN code can be used to calculate
the concentrations of flammable/explosive gaseous materials such as liquefied
petroleum gas (LPG), hydrogen, and ethyl benzene from accidental releases near
reactor sites. These three chemicals are included in the EXTRAN inventory of
hazardous materials. The CHEM program uses the results of EXTRAN to determine
the associated chemical exposures in the control room.

To make radionuclide dose computations, FPFP_2 and TACT5 are first run to
calculate concentrations entering the control room and then CONHAB is run to
calculate the control room concentrations and doses. The Fission Products
Flow Path (FPFP 2) Program is used to compute the concentrations flowing
through a path entirely within the plant (i.e., not traveling through the at-
mosphere) and entering the control room. The FPFP 2 code was developed to
simulate conditions which existed at Three Mile Island Unit 2 in which post-
LOCA sump water entered the auxiliary building and into drains of the fuel
handling building to produce an airborne source of radioactivity which
diffused through rooms, doors, drain lines and other components to reach the
reactor control room. Only by the use of the exhaust fans of the filtered
ventilation systems to reduce the atmospheric pressure in these two buildings

I
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was the radiation level reduced in the control room. (Volume II Part 2 "THREE
MILE ISLAND A Report to the Commissioners and to the Public " Mitchel Rogovin
*et al. Page 360 section g. Mitigation of Releases of Radioactive Materials.)

The TACTS (for Transport of ACTivity) Program is used to calculate the flow of
nuclides through a group of nodes in a plant and the associated release rates
of activity of each nuclide to the atmosphere. Each nuclide is partitioned
into three chemical forms; elemental, organic, and particulate. TACTS also
computes doses, by organ, for up to three locations outside the plant, usually
the exclusion radius, the low population zone boundary, and one other receptor
point.

The CONHAB module is used to actually compute doses in the control room.
Figure 1.1 is a schematic diagram of the flows used in modeling the control
room. Air may enter the control room from other parts of the plant through
the two paths labeled "Unfiltered Path I" and "Unfiltered Path 2". Note that
these labels are used, even though there may be filters in these paths, to
preserve the nomenclature used in previous versions of CONHAB. Concentrations
entering through each of these two paths are obtained from the output of a run
of FPFP 2. Air may also enter through the atmospheric intake labeled
"Filtered Flow Path I" containing concentrations obtained from the output of
TACTS. Air may flow out of the control room, through a recirculating filter,
then return to the control room. Leaks of exterior air into the ducts feeding
the recirculating filter may be modeled using the path labeled "Filtered Flow
Path 2, Feeds Recirculating Filter". Concentrations entering this flow path
are obtained by making a run of TACT5 for this path. Finally, clean bottled
air may enter the control room.

1.2. The History of HABIT.

The computer codes for EXTRAN, CHEM, FPFP_2, TACTS, and CONHAB were developed
separately and have been documented in the references mentioned elsewhere in
this report. Each of these components could have been used by itself, but
putting the pieces together to evaluate control room habitability required
considerable intervention by the user including manual editing of files.
Also, the data entry routines were laborious to use. Changing data to correct
errors or to determine the effect of a change in release scenario or plant
design required either reentering all data for a run or manually editing the
input files.

The Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) was given the task of designing new,
more user-friendly data input routines for these programs and of combining the
pieces into an integrated, easy-to-use package for evaluating control room
habitability. Expressed goals of the project were to increase the ease of
making computations and reduce the amount of user training required.

1.3. The Structure of this Document.

This chapter gives an overview of the HABIT package, tells how to obtain
HABIT, how to install it, and how to start it. Chapter 2 gives some general
instructions for using HABIT, including how to use the mouse or keyboard to
enter data and make runs. Chapter 3 describes the use-of files by HABIT. The
first part of the chapter explains the conventions that HABIT uses for naming
files and the second part tells how to use HABIT's file path and file name
windows. Chapter 4 explains the use of the HABIT Main Window. Chapter 5
explains the use of the Design Edit Window, which is used to start new
designs, to edit old ones, and to copy, move or delete designs.

2
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Chapters 6 through 10 discuss EXTRAN, CHEM, TACTS, FPFP 2, and CONHAB
respectively. Each of these chapters begins with a general description of the
module, followed by an explanation of the technical basis for the program,
then gives details of the windows used to enter data and run the program.
Forms for preparing data to be entered into the programs are given at the end
of each chapter.

Chapter 11 discusses three sample runs that are provided on the HABIT
distribution disks and may be used to verify that HABIT is running correctly
on your system or as tutorials for HABIT.

Chapter 12 contains programming notes for HABIT. Most-users can skip this
chapter, but it may be helpful to anyone who wants to modify HABIT, or who
needs to take a detailed look at how the codes work.

Chapter 13 tells how HABIT determines the time-steps size to use to obtain
good computational accuracy.

1.4. Before Starting the HABIT Programs.

The first step in making a control room habitability calculation is to review
the design specifications for the facility in question and to translate them
into data that may be input into the HABIT program. This step requires
understanding of the plant design, understanding of the engineering
assumptions made by the various modules in HABIT, and the ability to convert
the design specifications into a form that will enable HABIT to make exposure
and dose estimates. As with any engineering model, it is wise to understand
the assumptions and limitations of the model and to carefully consider whether
the model assumptions are physically realistic for the plant design being
evaluated.

Data preparation forms are included for each of the HABIT modules to aid the

user in preparing to enter designs into HABIT.

1.5. Obtaining HABIT.

The Computer Codes for Evaluation of Control Room Habitability (HABIT) package
is available by contacting:

Energy Science and Technology Software Center
P. 0. Box 1020
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-1020

Internet: ESTSC@ADONIS.OSTI.GOV
Phone: (615)576-2606

The distribution package consists of a copy of NUREG/CR-6210 and computer
disks containing the files needed to run HABIT, the source files for HABIT,
and input and output files for the demonstration runs.
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1.6. Installinc HABIT.

HABIT is designed to be run on a personal computer operating with DOS 5.0 or
higher. It can also be run in a DOS window from either Windows or OS/2. The
computer must be have a video display that is capable of displaying 50 lines
of text on the screen. A math coprocessor is highly desirable to speed
computations, but the programs will run without one.

Disk space required is:

4.3 Mbytes to install HABIT run files.
2.4 Mbytes to install HABIT source files.
1.1 Mbytes to install HABIT DEMO files.

Before attempting to install HABIT, read the file README on HABIT Run Files
Disk 1. This file may contain information about the version of HABIT on your
disks that supersedes information in this NUREG/CR.

To install HABIT, place "HABIT Run Files Disk Number 1" in your drive and

type:

FromDrive:HINSTALL FromDrive ToDrive

where

FromDrive is the drive from which to copy the HABIT distribution files.
(Usually a:)

ToDrive is the drive on which HABIT is to be installed.
(Usually c:)

Thus, most users will want to type:

a:HINSTALL a: c:

You will be given the choice of installing:

1. HABIT run files.
2. HABIT source files.
3. HABIT DEMO files.

You should normally enter C: as the drive on.which to install HABIT. The
install program will create the directories needed for HABIT. If you install
HABIT on C: then the HABIT files will be located as follows:

HABIT run files on C:\HABIT,
HABIT source files on C:\HAB SRC and its subdirectories, and
HABIT demonstration runs on C:\HAB_DEMO and its subdirectories.

If you wish to run HABIT under OS/2 you will need to edit HABIT.BAT so that it
uses the correct MODE statement to set 50-line mode in OS/2. Instructions for
doing this are inHABIT.BAT.

If you have installed HABIT on C:\HABIT you are now done with the
installation. If you have installed HABIT on a path other than C:\HABIT, you
will need to edit several files so that they reflect the drive you have used.
The files that need editing are:
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\HABIT\HABIT.BAT
\HABIT\DEFLT.DSG
\HABIT\SPECDESI

\HAB DEMO\DEMOI\DEMOI.DSG
\HAB--EMO\DEM02 \DEMO2. DSG
\HAB-EMO\DEMo3 \DEMo3. DSG

Globally change all occurrences of C:\ in these files to the path you have
used.

This completes installation of HABIT.

1.7. Starting HABIT.

HABIT is started from the DOS prompt by typing:

C:\HABIT\HABIT

This invokes a batch file that sets the screen to 50-line mode, sets some
needed environment variables, and then opens the HABIT Main Window. When
HABIT is finished, it will set the screen to 25-line mode. If you want the
screen left in 50-line mode, you may edit HABIT.BAT to remove the final mode
command.

1.8. Possible Errors.

This section discusses how to remedy some errors that may possibly occur when
running HABIT.

1.8.1. Out of Memory Errors.

Some of the HABIT routines dynamically allocate memory depending on the steps
that the user takes. It is therefore not possible to state the amount of free
memory required to run HABIT. However, experience shows that HABIT runs well
on computers with over about 550K bytes of memory available, may have trouble
if the memory available gets below about 500K bytes. You may use the DOS MEM
command to check the amount of memory available on your system. Note that
HABIT runs in conventional memory.

Several different error messages can occur which indicate that there is
insufficient memory to run HABIT. These include "Out of Memory",
"Insufficient Memory to Run...", "Out of Heap Space", "Out of Stack Space",
and others.

If you get one of these error messages you have two options. The first option
is to try removing unneeded memory-resident programs and loading as many
routines as possible into high memory. See the memory management sections of
your DOS manual.

The second option, which is guaranteed to work, is to create a "clean boot"
disk. Use the SYS command to create a bootable disk (see your DOS manual).
Place a short version of CONFIG.SYS on the disk. It should contain only the
following two lines:

DEVICE=C:\DOS\ANSI.SYS
SHELL=C:\DOS\COMMAND.COM /E:1024 /P
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Place this disk in your disk drive and reboot the system. You will then have
sufficient memory to run HABIT. You will need to reboot the system from this
disk before each HABIT session.

1.8.2. Incorrect Output of Time Steps.

When the computational modules of HABIT are run, they are supposed to write
the time of each time step to the screen. The time for each step is supposed
to be written at the same place on the screen. If you find that the time is
written in a disorderly fashion across the page with some characters such as
.- [u written before each time, it is a sign that you do not have the ANSI.SYS
driver installed. The programs will run fine except that the time is not
written to the screen in the manner intended.

If you have this problem and wish to correct it, you may do so by placing the

following line in your CONFIG.SYS file:

DEVICE=C:\DOS\ANSI.SYS

Then reboot your system. If your DOS files are on a directory other than
C:\DOS\, you will need to change the above line accordingly. Consult your DOS
manual for more information about installing ANSI.SYS.

1.8.3. Out of Environment Space.

HABIT may not run correctly if you receive the message "OUT OF ENVIRONMENT
SPACE" when you run HABIT.BAT. There are a few ways that you can correct this
problem if it occurs.

1. Use the SET command to check environment variables and eliminate some that
are not needed.

2. Temporarily load a version of COMMAND.SYS with more environment space by
typing:

COMMAND /E:1024

Then run HABIT. If the error persists try using /E:2048.

3. A more permanent fix is to insert the following line in your CONFIG.SYS
file:

DEVICE=COMMAND.COM /E:1024 /P

Then reboot your system. For more information on environment space, consult
your DOS manual.

1.9. Verification and Validation

HABIT combines five computer codes previously published by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission into a single package. Combination of the codes within
a unified package is an attempt to make the programs easier to use. It has
been necessary to modify portions of each of the codes-to achieve this result.
In general, the modifications have been limited to those portions of the
programs related to input and output. These modifications, and the data input
and output portions of the HABIT shell, have been thoroughly checked to ensure
accurate transfer of information among the programs.
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The computational portions of EXTRAN (Ramsdell 1991) and CHEM (Gilpin 1990),
the two computer programs used to evaluate control room habitability following
postulated releases of toxic materials, were not modified. The results of
EXTRAN calculations within HABIT are identical to results from the version of
EXTRAN that was used as the starting point in development of HABIT. These
results produced by the original code were verified to be numerically correct.
The computational results of the CHEM code have been verified by comparison
with analytical solutions to the differential equations being solved by the
code.

The three remaining codes, TACTS (West and Gilpin 1988), FPFP 2 (Owcarski, et
al. 1991), and CONHAB (Gilpin 1990), are used to evaluate control room
habitability following postulated releases of radioactive material. The
computational results of TACTS within HABIT have been compared with results
from the original version of the code and are identical. It was found that
the numerical techniques previously used in FPFP 2 and CONHAB could give poor
accuracy in situations with large time steps. These algorithms have been
revised to ensure good accuracy and then tested by comparison with hand
calculations and with runs in which the input file specified many small time
steps.

With two exceptions, the physical assumptions made in HABIT are identical to
those used in the original versions of the component programs. The only
exceptions are the spray model now used in FPFP_2, and the building wake model
now used in EXTRAN and CONHAB. Justifications for the physical assumptions
and modeling are given in the respective NUREG/CR's for the computer codes.

The original spray routine in FPFP_2 gave unrealistically high spray removal
rates. The HABIT version of FPFP_2 uses the equations for spray removal
coefficients published by Powers, et al. (1993) and is based on experimental
data cited in that work. The new FPFP 2 spray routine gives physically
reasonable values. It has been verified by comparison of the computational
results of the code within HABIT with results of hand calculations using the
equations published by Powers, et al.

The second change in physical assumptions is that the atmospheric dispersion
algorithms in EXTRAN and CONHAB were modified to use the formulation of
Ramsdell (1995). These modifications were checked by hand calculations, by
comparison of the EXTRAN and CONHAB codes, and by comparison of results from
the two codes. The Ramsdell (1995) model uses more realistic physical
assumptions than previous models to account for building wake effects and
plume meander. It gives a better fit to data while continuing to produce
conservative estimates. As explained by Ramsdell (1995), it has undergone
peer review.

1.10. Isotope Data Files Used by HABIT.

The HABIT computer codes can use several data files containing physical data
for isotopes. The files ICRP.02, ICRP.30, MLWRICRP.02 and MLWRICRP.30 are
identical with those used in previous versions of TACT5 and CONHAB. The files
MLWRFGR.11 and FGR.11 were generated by the NRC staff for use in HABIT. The
following text, supplied by Jason Schaperow, describes these data files:

TACT5 Code

The HABIT version of the TACT5 code is used to calculate release rates
of radioactivity to the environment and offsite doses resulting from a
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postulated design-basis LOCA. Required input is a source term, the
isotopes that comprise it, and the associated physical data for each
isotope.

DiNunno (1962) gives the TID-14844 source term and the isotopes that
comprise it. The computer files MLWRICRP.02 and MLWRICRP.30 (West and
Gilpin, 1988) give the associated physical data, that is, dose
conversion factors, radioactive decay constants, and Ci/MWt. These
files each contain physical data for 122 isotopes, which include the
isotopes in the DiNunno source term. The dose conversion factors in
these files are taken from ICRP Publication 2 (International Commission
on Radiological Protection, 1959) and ICRP Publication 30 (International
Commission on Radiological Protection, 1979). ICRP Publication 30
contains more up-to-date models and physical data than ICRP Publication
2; therefore, MLWRICRP.30 is currently used by NRC for analysis.

Soffer, et al. (1994) gives a proposed new source term and the elements
that comprise it. MLWRICRP.30 was reviewed to determine whether it
contained the physical data needed for analysis using the new source
term. The following are the results of that review:

Isotopes: Soffer, et al. (1994) gives the elements that comprise
the new source term, but does not list the important isotopes of
these elements. However, Chanin, et al. (1990) lists the 60
important isotopes of these elements. Therefore, MLWRICRP.30 was
compared to the 60 isotopes in Chanin, et al. (1990). MLWRICRP.30
does not contain four of the 60 isotopes, that is, Co-58, Co-60,
Rh-105, and Sb-129. To correct this problem, the file MLWRFGR.11
was created. MLWRFGR.11 contains the isotopes in MLWRICRP.30 plus
the four additional isotopes.

Dose Conversion Factors: MLWRICRP.30 contains dose conversion
factors for two pathways and six organs. These are submersion in
a semi-infinite cloud (whole body and skin) and inhalation
(thyroid, lung, bone, and liver). A review of the dose conversion
factors in this file showed that many of them were set to "0.0."
To correct this problem and have the latest dose conversion
factors, the dose conversion factors in MLWRFGR.11 were taken from
Federal Guidance Reports 11 and 12 (FGR 11, 1988 and FGR 12,
1993). (The bone dose conversion factors in MLWRFGR.ll are for
bone marrow and not bone surface.)

Radioactive Decay Constants and Ci/MWt: For Co-58, Co-60, Rh-10S,
and Sb-129, MLWRFGR.11 contains the decay constants and Ci/MWt
from Chanin, et al. (1990). For the remaining isotopes,
MLWRFGR.11 contains decay constants and Ci/MWt from MLWRICRP.30.

CONHAB Code

The CONHAB code is used to calculate control room doses resulting from a
postulated design-basis LOCA. Required input is the isotope names and
release rates, which is the output from the HABIT version of TACTS, or
the core fractions per cubic feet flowing into the control room through
unfiltered paths, which is the output form the HABIT version of FPFP_2.
The associated physical data is also needed. The associated physical
data consists of dose conversion factors, radioactive decay constants,
Ci/MWt,. and decay chain information. The computer files ICRP.02 and
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ICRP.30 (Gilpin, 1990) contain the associated physical data. ICRP.02
and ICRP.30 consist of the physical data in MLWRICRP.02 and MLWRICRP.30
plus decay chain information.

Although the CONHAB code was not designed to be used with the new source
term, it is desirable for CONHAB to have the latest dose conversion
factors. Therefore, the file FGR.ll was created. FGR.ll consists of
the physical data in MLWRFGR.11 plus decay chain information from
ICRP.30. For the additional four isotopes, decay chain information was
taken from Lederer, et al. (1967).

Additional Notes

The decay chain information in FGR.11 was also added to MLWRFGR.11.

Eight of the isotopes were removed from MLWRFGR.11 and FGR.11, since (1)
they are at the beginning of their decay chains and have short half
lives (less than 10 minutes), (2) their dose conversion factors are not
given in Federal Guidance Reports 11 and 12, and (3) they are not
members of the list of 60 isotopes in Chanin, et al. (1990). These
eight isotopes are the following: Br-85, Kr-89, Rb-90, Sr-93, Rh-109, I-
136, Xe-137, and Cs-139.
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2. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR HABIT.

The data entry routines in HABIT were written using Microsoft Visual Basic for
DOS. The operation of the data windows will be familiar to anyone who has
used a windows environment. All operations in HABIT can be performed using
only the keyboard, however some operations are easier using a mouse. A set of
basic instructions are given here. A person familiar with using programs that
use windows can skip this section.

Data entry takes place in a series of windows, or forms, which appear as
needed. The forms have been designed to visually suggest the order of
operations that must be done to enter the data and make computations. Data
entry usually proceeds from top to bottom and from left to right. HABIT is
designed to be simple for the beginning user, but also to be powerful for
advanced users. There are several controls on the HABIT forms that need only
be used for advanced procedures.

This section of the manual is best read while sitting in front of a computer
running HABIT, so that you can experiment with the various operations.

Several types of objects, called controls are used. These include buttons,
text entry boxes, value entry boxes, option buttons, check boxes, and drop
down lists. There are several ways that the keyboard and the mouse can be
used to operate these controls. The instructions given here are intended to
allow the user to begin using HABIT, but are not intended to be complete.
Consult a book on Visual Basic or a manual on any windows environment for full
instructions. Users are encouraged to experiment to find the easiest way to
perform tasks.

Control Buttons are used to initiate specific actions. Text entry boxes and
value entry boxes are used to enter text and numerical values respectively.
Option buttons are used to select one choice from a group of several options.
Check boxes are used to mark zero or more items in a group. Drop down lists
are used to select one item from a list.

2.1. Using~ Hot Keys.

"Hot keys" provide a rapid way to perform HABIT operations using only the
keyboard. Nearly all buttons in HABIT have hot keys as do many other
controls. A hot key is indicated by one white letter or digit in the text for
a control. For example, the Edit Design button that appears on the main data
entry window for each HABIT module has a white E. Holding down the <Alt> and
then pressing the hot key clicks the corresponding control. In the case of
the Edit Design Button hold down '<alt> and press E. This is often written in
computer manuals as <Alt>+E.

The use of hot keys is highly recommended. A user with even a modest amount
of experience will find that hot keys provide the most rapid means of
performing HABIT tasks. Hot keys are generally even faster than clicking with
the mouse.
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2.2. Usincr the Mouse.

To use the mouse to 'click on' a control, position the mouse pointer on the
button and press the.left mouse button. HABIT does not use the right mouse
button.

Click on a control button to begin the action performed by the button.

Click on a text box or a value box to place the focus in the box and then use
the keyboard to enter the text or value.

Click on one of a set of option buttons to choose that option.

Click on a check box to mark the box with an X (thus indicating that the box
is selected) or to remove the X mark from a box (thus indicating that the box
is not selected).

Click on the arrow at the right of a drop down list to cause the list to "drop
down".

2.3. Usinq the Keyboard.

At any given time one of the controls on a form "has the focus". For most
controls the focus is indicated by the location of the blinking underline
cursor. For control buttons, the focus is indicated by black color
surrounding the letters on the button.

The <Tab> key moves the focus to the next control and <Shift>+<Tab> (i.e.,
holding down the shift key and pressing the tab key) moves the focus to the
previous control on the form.

Once a button has the focus pressing either <Enter> or <Space> will click the
button; i.e., cause the button to begin performing its task.

Once a text entry box or a value entry box has the focus, you are able to
begin typing the text or value.

Once a group of option buttons have the focus, <up arrow> and <down arrow> can
be used to change which button of the group is selected (indicated by a bullet
between the parentheses for the button).

When a check box has the focus, <Space> can be used to toggle the X in the
check box on or off. <+> can be used to mark the box with an X and <-> can be
used to remove the X mark from a box. When an X appears in a check box, it
indicates that the item represented by the box has been selected.

2.4. Use of the Escape Key, <Esc>.

The escape key, <Esc>, is a special key. This key can always be used to leave
the current form and return to the previous form.

The escape key acts as the hot key for all Done buttons in HABIT.

2.5. Use of Cancel Buttons.

Many forms in HABIT have Cancel buttons. The cancel button allows the user
to interrupt the current operation without making any changes in the data
base.
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2.6. Usinq Text Entry Boxes.

When the focus is first set on a text entry box or a value entry box, the
contents of the box are seen in reverse video indicating that they are
selected. Pressing any letter or number key deletes the contents of the box
and places the appropriate letter or number in the box.

Some simple editing is possible in text and value entry boxes. The editing
features are those provided by Microsoft Visual Basic and are similar to those
found in the Edit text editor that comes with Microsoft DOS. A brief
statement of these functions is given here. Consult your DOS manual for more
details.

Mark: <Shift>+<arrow keys>,

Cut: <Shift>+<Delete>,

Copy: <Ctrl>+<Insert>,

Paste: <Shift>+<Insert>,

Clear: <Delete>,

highlight text.

copy highlighted text to
clipboard and delete it.

copy highlighted text
to clipboard.

insert text from clipboard.

delete highlighted text.

An additional editing feature has been programmed into HABIT. If you press
<Ctrl>+<R>, then the text or value box will return to the value it had when it
got the focus.

You can use <Home>, <End>, <left arrow>, and <right arrow> to move within the
string.

Except in a few places, it is possible to enter strings up to 32k characters
in text boxes. The text you enter will still be in the box even if it is too
long to be visible at one time.

2.7. Using Value Entry Boxes.

Value entry boxes function just like text entry boxes except that the string
entered is converted to a numerical value. Values may be entered in either
floating point or exponential format.

2.7.1. Blank Values.

A blank value box indicates that no value has been entered for that variable.
This is NOT the same as a value of zero. You may reset a value to "blank" by
deleting all characters in the value box.

The HABIT data entry routines use a value of -999.0 internally to store blank
values. Blank values are saved in the *.INP files as -999 or as the string "-
00.0", depending on the program.

2.7.2. Range Checking.

HABIT checks the values you enter to be sure that they are within the range of
values considered reasonable for that parameter. Values are checked after the
number has been entered when the focus is moved to another control. If you
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enter a value that is outside the allowed range, a message will appear showing
the allowed range. You will be asked if you want to override the range check
and use the value anyway or if you want to reenter the value. If you choose
to reenter the value the focus will return to the value entry box in question
and its value will be restored to its previous value.

To set the allowable minimum and maximum values for each variable, the HABIT
data entry routines read the file c:\habit\ranges.set. If a file named
ranges.set exists on the current DATAPATH directory, then values are also read
from that file and take precedence over values in the file on the
c:\habit\ranges.set file. It is thus possible to specify ranges for a
specific design that are different form those used in other HABIT designs.

The RANGES.SET files are ASCII files and may be edited if it becomes necessary
to change the allowable ranges. Comments in that file make it easy to see how
to make the needed changes.

2.8. Using Drop Down Lists.

Drop down lists are used in a few places in HABIT. The drop down lists can be
recognized by a down arrow that appears at the right of the list. Clicking on
the down arrow with the mouse causes the list to "drop down" so that several
items in the list can be seen at once. <Alt>+<down arrow> can also be used to
make the list drop down. Whether the list is dropped down or not, <up arrow>
and <down arrow> can be used to highlight items in the list. <Alt>+<up arrow>
or clicking on another control causes the drop down list to cease being
dropped down.

Within HABIT, changing the highlight in a drop down list causes other boxes on
the data entry forms to change value to correspond to the highlighted list
item.

2.9. Using Help.

Except for the figures, this entire NUREG/CR is available as an on-line help
file. Nearly all windows in HABIT have Help buttons. When one of these
buttons is clicked, a window is opened containing information about the window
containing that Help button. The user may use the buttons on the Help window
to search for help on other topics.

Page Up, Page Down, End, and Home may be used to move through the text.

The Prey button moves to the previous Help topic (i.e., the previous section
of the NUREG/CR) and the Next button moves to the next topic.

The Contents button produces a list of topics sorted alphabetically.

Clicking Table of Contents on the comments list produces a list of topics
sorted in the order they appear in the NUREG/CR.

The Help window may be resized by dragging the mouse on one of the corners of
the window.

Unfortunately, subscripts and superscripts in the text appear in the help file
on the same line as the text. This makes it difficult to read some of the
equations in the help file.
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3. THE USE OF FILES BY HABIT

3.1. HABIT File Naming Conventions.

Two file paths are used by HABIT. The first of these is the path containing
the executable files for the HABIT routines and other files needed to make
runs of HABIT. This path, which is generally c:\habit, is set in HABIT.BAT
using the environment variable EXEPATH. The various HABIT routines check the
environment variable EXEPATH to determine the path to use when looking for
these files. For the sake of brevity, c:\habit is used throughout this
NUREG/CR even though the user may have installed HABIT to another directory
(See section 1.6).

The second path used by HABIT is DATAPATH. This is the path containing files
for the design currently being used. Information about the current design is
read from the file c:\habit\SPECDESI.

The HABIT package uses a rigid file naming convention. Filenames are based on
a 5 character code that identifies the release design, followed by 2 or 3
characters that identify the program using the file, and, finally a file
extension that identifies the contents of the file.

When you click the "Edit Design" button found on any of the HABIT main
windows, and then click "New Design" you will be asked for the path to use for
the new design. You have complete freedom in choosing a path for the design,
however, it is a good idea to organize your designs in an orderly tree
structure. You will probably want to use a separate subdirectory for each new
design. If you specify a subdirectory that does not exist, you will be asked
if you want to create the subdirectory. You will then be asked to specify up
to 5 characters that identify this release design. If you specify less than 5
characters, then minus signs (-) will be automatically added to a total of 5
characters. Thus, if you enter "tst" the design id will be "tst--".

Except for a few invisible scratch files, all of the files used by HABIT are
ASCII files that can be viewed using common text editors. The files contain
comments indicating the contents. Although the user can use a text processor
to edit the .INP files, it will generally be better to use the HABIT data
entry windows to edit values in the your release designs. This is both easier
and less likely to produce errors.

Throughout this NUREG/CR the string "ID---" will be used to refer to a
filename having the ID of the current design. Thus, if this text mentions a
file by the name ID-- -T5A.CNX and you are currently working on a design with
the id "DEMO-", the text is referring to the file DEMO-TSA.CNX.

For the release id "ID---", the files associated with programs are as follows:

ID---T5A.*, Files associated with TACT5 flow into filtered path 1.

ID---T5B.*, Files associated with TACT5 flow into filtered path 2.

ID---FPA.*, Files associated with FPFP_2 flow into unfiltered path 1.
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ID---FPB.*, Files associated with FPFP 2 flow into unfiltered path 2

ID--- CB.*, Files associated with CONHAB.

ID---EX.*, Files associated with EXTRAN.

ID--- CH.*, Files associated with CHEM. An important exception is that
the same file, ID---CB.INP, is used for both the CHEM and
CONHAB release input files.

File extensions are used as follows:

*.INP, Release input files. These files are created by the data input
routines and are read by the computational routines.

*.TAB, Files containing output tables. These are the files the user will
be most interested in.

*.CNX, Files containing results to be transferred to the next program in
the computational sequence. Some of these files may be of
interest to the user. CNX stands for a connection file.

*.SPD, Files containing quote and comma-delimited output suitable for
import to a spreadsheet. The user may import these into any of
several commercially available spreadsheets for the purpose of
graphing the results or of making further computations.

*.MB, Output file of mass balance numbers output by EXTRAN. This file
may be of interest for examining the details of the evolution of
the release.

*.DSG, The release design file. This file contains the names of all of
the files that are (or may be) associated with this specific
design. It is read whenever HABIT needs to determine the name
of a file to use.

This file is created when the "New Design" button in the Design
Edit Window is clicked. The file C:\HABIT\SPECFILE is read and
all occurrences of "DEMO" are replaced by the 5 character design
id for this release design.

*.RUN, The files ID---*.RUN are created from ID---.DSG whenever a button
is clicked to run one of the Fortran computational routines. It
tells the Fortran program what files to read and write.

For example, the full list of .INP files for the design ID--- is:

ID---T5A.INP for TACT5 design input into filtered flow path 1.

ID---TSB.INP for TACT5 design input into filtered flow path 2.

ID---FPA.INP for FPFP_2 design input into unfiltered flow path 1.

ID---FPB.INP for FPFP_2 design input into unfiltered flow path 2.

ID---CB.INP for CONHAB and CHEM design input.

ID --- EX.INP for EXTRAN design input.
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C:\HABIT\SPECFILE or any *.DSG file may be examined to help clarify the file
names used by HABIT.

3.2. Usinq the File Name and File PathWindows.

NOTE: Whenever the HABIT programs need to know the name of a file to read or
write, the File Name window will appear. HABIT will suggest a file name.
Unless you are an advanced user with a specific purpose in mind, you should
simply push <Enter> or click the OK button to indicate that you want to use
the file name suggested by HABIT.

The File Name window (see Figure 3.1) is in a form that is similar to the file
name forms used in Microsoft Windows and many other programs. It can be used
in several ways to specify the name of a file. The simplest way is to type
the name of the file in the file name text box and then press <Enter> or click
the OK button to use that file name. The file name window can also be used to
search for a file. The list of files will be updated whenever the drive, the
path, or the file specification string is changed. Clicking a name in the
file list inserts that name in the file name text entry box. "Double
clicking" on a file name causes that file to be used.

The File Path window (Figure 3.2) is similar to the File Name window except
that it is used to enter the name of a subdirectory to use as the path for a
design. The path entered may be typed with or without the closing backslash
(\). E.g. either c:\hab-demos\demol, or c:\habdemos\demol\ is okay.
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Figure 3.1: The File Name Window As It Appears when Invoked from the
Design Edit Window Within the HABIT Main Window.



Figure 3.2: The File Path Window As It Appears when Invoked from the
Design Edit Window Within the HABIT Main Window.
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4. THE HABIT MAIN WINDOW

Figure 4.1 shows the HABIT Main Window. This window, which controls the
overall execution of the components of HABIT, shows the logical layout of
HABIT.

The upper part of this window is used to specify the design that is being
entered or edited. The labels at the upper right of the window show the path
for HABIT executable programs, the path for the release design currently being
worked on, and a file name for the specific design currently being worked on.
When HABIT is first installed, the program is set up to use a demonstration
case. After that, HABIT remembers what design was used during the most recent
HABIT session.

The following controls appear on this form:

The Edit Design button is used to create new designs, select an existing
design, copy a design, or delete a design.

When you use the Create Design button, a file, ID---.DSG, is created
that tells HABIT the names of the files to use for that design. These
names are automatically set by HABIT using a set of conventions set in
the file c:\habit\SPECFILE. These names are automatically used whenever
HABIT reads or writes a file. At various other times during data entry,
HABIT will ask for the name of the file to use. Unless you are an
advanced user with a specific purpose in mind, you should simply push
<Enter> or click Ok to use the name suggested by HABIT.

The Design Title text box is used to specify the title for the entire
design. This title should be entered when a new design is begun so that
it will appear in the titles for all of the computational runs within
HABIT. If the design title is changed at a later time, the changes may
not appear in some of the run titles.

The EXTRAN button is used to enter data and make a computational run of
EXTRAN.

The CHEM button is used to enter data and make a computational run of
CHEM. EXTRAN must be run before CHEM.

When the Use same data for filtered paths 1 & 2 check box is not
checked, the HABIT Main Window appears as shown in Figure 4.1. In this
case separate runs of TACT5 can be made for filtered paths 1 and 2.

When this box is checked, the TACT5 button for filtered path 2
disappears and arrows are shown indicating that the same flow from TACT5
enters both filtered path 1 and filtered path 2 (See Figure 4.2). This
indicates that the same TACT5 run should be used to determine the
concentrations for filtered air intakes 1 and 2. When this box is
checked and the CONHAB button is clicked, the file ID-- -T5A.CNX (if it
exists) is copied to ID---T5B.CNX for use as input for filtered path 2.

The 1 TACT5 button is used to enter data and make a computational run of
TACT5 for filtered path l. This is used to model nuclides released into
the atmosphere which then enter the control room through a filtered
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intake.

The 2 TACT5 button is used to enter data and make a computational run of
TACT5 for filtered path 2 (feeds recirculating filter). This is used to
model nuclides released into the atmosphere, pass through a filter, then
enter the ducting feeding the recirculating filter, and then pass
through the recirculating filter into the control room.

The A FPFP_2 button is used to enter data and make a computational run
of FPFP 2 to obtain concentrations flowing into the control room through
unfiltered path 1. If the air enters the control room through a filter,
the filter should be considered as part of the flow path used in FPFP_2.

The B FPFP 2 button is used to enter data and make a computational run
of FPFP 2 to obtain concentrations flowing into the control room through
unfiltered path 2. If the air enters the control room through a filter,
the filter should be considered as part of the flow path used in FPFP_2.

The CONHAB button is used to enter data and make a computational run of
CONHAB. Before running CONHAB, TACT5 and FPFP_2 must be run for all of
the paths included in the release design.

The About HABIT button is used to see information about HABIT.

The Quit button is used to end a HABIT session and return to DOS.

The Help button is used to obtain on-line help with HABIT.
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Figure 4.1: The HABIT Main Window
as it Appears When the

Use Same Data for Filtered Paths 1 & 2 Box is Not Checked.



Figure 4.2: The HABIT Main Window
as it Appears When the

Use Same Data for Filtered Paths 1 & 2 Box is Checked
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5. THE DESIGN EDIT WINDOW

This window (see Figure 5.1) is used to create new designs, use an existing
design, copy a design to a new path or ID name, or delete a design. This form
appears when the Edit Design button on any of the main data entry windows is
pressed.

The buttons on this form are as follows:

The Create New Design button is used when starting a new design. The
user is asked to specify the path for the new design and the ID for the
design. If the path does not already exist, then the user will be asked
if it is okay to create it. The design ID is a string of one to five
characters used to identify this particular design.

The Use Existing Design button is used to continue working with an
existing design.

The Copy Design button may be used to copy a design to a new path or to
a new ID. A designs may be moved to a new path by copying it and then
deleting the original. NOTE: The user is cautioned to be sure to check
that the copy has been correctly made before deleting the original.

The Delete Design button deletes all files associated with a particular
design.

The Done button.

The Help button.

Creating a new design involves creating a file called DataPath\ID---.DSG
containing the names of files that may be used for this design. If some of
these files already exist on the specified path they will be incorporated into
the design. This feature may be used by advanced HABIT users to combine parts
of various designs into one new design.
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6. EXTRAN:
A COMPUTER CODE FOR ESTIMATING

CONCENTRATIONS OF
TOXIC SUBSTANCES

AT CONTROL ROOM AIR INTAKES.

The EXTRAN code was presented by Ramsdell (1991), which gives a detailed
description of EXTRAN. The data input routines have been rewritten, but the
variables retain the same meanings as before. Except for the descriptions of
the details of data entry, most of the text that follows has been taken
directly from Ramsdell (1991) with minor editing changes. It is reproduced
here in order that this manual can contain a complete description of the
details and use of EXTRAN.

6.1. General Descrilption of EXTRAN.

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff assesses the potential
effects of accidental releases of radioactive, toxic, and explosive substances
on the habitability of nuclear facility control rooms. This chapter proposes a
procedure for estimating the concentrations at nuclear facility control room
air intakes. A computer code called EXTRAN presents the procedure in an easy
to use form.

The phrase "toxic substance" will be used in the discussion of EXTRAN,
however, it should be noted that many other liquids and gasses satisfy the
physical assumptions stated below and can, therefore, be modeled by EXTRAN.
One notable case is that many explosive gasses and liquids that produce
explosive gasses can be modeled by EXTRAN.

The Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) developed EXTRAN after reviewing
procedures used by the NRC for estimating atmospheric transport and diffusion
for control room habitability assessments (Murphy and Campe 1974). The review
showed that those procedures do not predict variations in the concentrations
in building wakes associated with changes in meteorological conditions
(Ramsdell 1988). New building-wake diffusion algorithms (Ramsdell 1988,

1990a, 1990b, 1995) predict more than half the observed variability. The
EXTRAN code combines procedures for estimating the amount of airborne
material, a Gaussian puff model, and the most recent of the building-wake
diffusion coefficient algorithms (Ramsdell, 1995).

Given hazardous material in a tank, the user postulates a release scenario,
the environmental conditions, and the physical and chemical characteristics of
the material. From this information, EXTRAN computes a concentration time
history at the control room air intake. Specifically, it estimates
concentrations from the time the substance first arrives at the air intake
until actions can be taken to protect control room occupants.

Section 6.2.1 presents the equations EXTRAN uses to estimate the transfer of
material from the tank to the atmosphere. This transfer may occur in one
step, as in release of a gas. Alternatively, it may involve the formation and
evaporation of a liquid pool. EXTRAN then calculates transport and diffusion
of the material in the atmosphere using a puff dispersion model. The puff
model includes a new algorithm (Ramsdell 1995) for estimating diffusion in
building wakes.
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The NRC staff tested and commented on early versions of the EXTRAN code. The
Ramsdell (1991) version of the code incorporated revisions based on their
comments and suggestions.

The physical setting assumed in the EXTRAN code is simple. It is a tank
containing a toxic substance that is directly upwind of a control room air
intake. The toxic substance may be gas, a liquefied gas, a volatile liquid,
or fine particulate material suspended in a gas. As the simulation begins,
the tank fails releasing the toxic material to the environment. When you run
EXTRAN, you will be asked to describe the tank failure, the physical
relationship between the tank and the intake, the environmental conditions,
and the physical characteristics of the material in the tank.

NOTICE: The EXTRAN code does NOT include a model for the rise of a plume from
a stack. If the user wants to model a situation in which a toxic substance is
released at a temperature significantly warmer than the ambient air or with a
significant vertical velocity, the user must first calculate the effective
stack height of the plume and use that value for the "Release Height" in
EXTRAN. Briggs (1965) gives one method for determining the effective stack
height of a buoyant plume. When determining a release height, the user should
be aware that the plume may not reach the effective stack height before
reaching the control room intake if the release point and the control room
intake are close to one another.

Furthermore, the EXTRAN code assumes that the substance released is a "passive
scalar", i.e., that it does not significantly effect the stability of the
atmosphere. This means that EXTRAN should NOT be used to model a large
cryogenic spill, i.e., the spill of a large amount of a substance at a
temperature significantly below the ambient air temperature. In particular,
results for the release of liquefied gasses must be carefully reviewed. If a
liquid pool forms that is below the temperature of the ground or the air
temperature, then the pool may disturb the atmospheric stability and thus
violate the physical assumptions made in EXTRAN.

The work sheet shown in Table 6.3 will help you in using the EXTRAN code. It
lists the model options and input. You can record the information that will
be needed by the program in the space provided on the work sheet. If you do,
you will have organized the information in the order in which the program
requests it.

6.2. The Technical Basis for EXTRAN.

The EXTRAN computer code is a tool to estimate short-term concentrations at a
single location downwind of a release of toxic or radioactive material. The
code estimates the amount of material entering the atmosphere and then moves
the material downwind as it diffuses. This part of the report describes the
technical basis for the EXTRAN code. It includes descriptions of the
equations and continuous mass and energy balances used to estimate the source
term for the dispersion model. It also includes a description of the
dispersion model.

6.2.1. Source Term Models.

EXTRAN deals with releases of two types of material: gasses and liquids.
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6.2.1.A. Gas Tank Bursts and Leaks.

All of the parameters for the source term of a gas tank burst or leak are
specified by the user.as inputs to EXTRAN.

You specify the source term for releases of material stored as a gas when you
enter the mass of material in the tank and the leak rate. The mass balance
associated with gaseous releases is simple. All of the material leaving the
tank enters the atmosphere directly. EXTRAN does not maintain an energy
balance for gaseous releases.

If you model a catastrophic failure of a tank containing a gas, all of the gas
enters the atmosphere at the time of the failure. Otherwise, you must supply
a leak rate as part of the scenario. This leak rate is used to determine the
amount of the gas in each puff and the amount remaining in the tank. This
information is shown in the first line of each entry in the mass balance file.
The remaining lines of the entries in the mass balance file are zero because
there is no pool.

6.2.1.B. Liauid Tank Bursts and Leaks.

When you model the release of material stored as a liquid, specifying the
amount of liquid in the tank and the release rate does not completely
determine the source term for atmospheric dispersion. EXTRAN computes the
atmospheric source term from information you supply about the liquid's
material properties, its storage conditions, and the environment.

The material released from the tank must be partitioned between the atmosphere
and the pool. Material in the pool evaporates in response to the vapor
pressure of the liquid, and the temperature of the pool is adjusted to
maintain an energy balance between the pool and the environment.

EXTRAN assumes that when a tank containing liquefied gasses or volatile
liquids fails, the material is distributed between the tank, a pool in the
vicinity of the tank, and in a plume in the atmosphere downwind of the tank.
A reasonable estimate of the concentrations at a receptor downwind of the tank
can only be made if material can be realistically distributed between these
locations as a function of time following the release. Mass must not be
gained or lost between the release point and the receptor.

The next several sections describe the mass balance for materials that are
stored as liquids. Before any of the material can enter a plume, it must be
changed to the vapor phase. This change involves energy transfers and
transformations. Thus, the mass balance depends on a scenario dependent
energy budget. The energy budget will be described in Section 6.2.1.B.b.

6.2.1.B.a. Mass Balance for Liauefied Gasses and Volatile Licuids.

As an initial condition, a known mass of the material is assumed to be in a
tank. When the tank fails, the material is released to the environment. If
the material is a liquefied gas, part .of the material leaving the tank flashes
at the time of release; the remaining material forms a pool at the base of the
tank. The amount of material that flashes can be determined from
thermodynamic considerations. If the material is a volatile liquid, all of
the material leaving the tank is assumed to gather in a pool at the base of
the tank. Material entering the pool is assumed to enter the plume by
evaporation. The equations used in EXTRAN to compute the mass of a liquefied
gas that flashes and the evaporation of the pool were presented by
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Wing (1979).

6.2.l.B.a.I. Flashing

The mass of liquefied gas that flashes when the material is released can be
computed from the mass of the liquid released, its heat capacity and heat of
vaporization, and the difference between the boiling point of the liquid and
the temperature of the air. The relationship is

mf = mrcp(Ta - Tb) / hv (6.1)

where
mf = mass that flashes (kg)
m r = mass released (kg)
c = heat capacity (j/ 0 C)
Ta- = air temperature ( C)
Tb = boiling point (0 C)
h~v = heat of vaporization (j/g).

Any liquid that does not flash forms a pool at the base of the tank.

6.2.1.B.a.II.. Liquid Pool

The liquid pool is assumed to be cylindrical with a volume that is determined
by the mass and density of the liquid in the pool. The surface area of the
pool is estimated in two ways. It is estimated as a function of time using

A' = r({r 0
2 + [ 2t (gv/r)7 ] } (6.2a)

A2 = V / 0.01 m (6.2b)
A = MIN(A 1 , A2 , Aax) (6.2c)where
A = area oj,ýhe pool at time t (m2 )
:o = (V/)0 = an estimate of initial radius (m) made by EXTRAN
t = time since tank failure (se5)
g = gravitational qonstant (m/s )
V = pool volume (mg).
Aeax= The maximum pool radius (input by user)

The area A is based on the spreading of a pool under the force of gravity.
The relationship for pool area given by Wing (1979) has an additional term
that involves the densities of the liquid and air. The value of that term
does not deviate significantly from one. Consequently, the term has been
dropped from Equation (6.2a). The area given by A2 is used to limit on how
large the pool can become. The value Amax is used to represent a maximum size
of the pool due to a berm or other feature that limits the growth of the pool.
If the user enters a value of 0 for Amax, then the program uses A = MIN( A,,
A2).

An initial estimate of the pool temperature is made by averaging the
temperature of the material being released (boiling point if it flashes) and
the temperature of the material already in pool. This temperature is used to
estimate the saturation vapor pressure of the material for use in evaporation
calculations.
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6.2*..B.a.III. Evaporation.

Evaporation of the pool is driven by the difference between the saturation
vapor pressure of the liquid in the pool and the vapor pressure in the
atmosphere. For the materials of concern, the vapor pressure in the
atmosphere may be conservatively assumed to be zero (Wing, 1979, p13).
Therefore, the relationship used to compute the mass of volatile liquid
evaporating in an interval dt is

dmv (hd A dt Ps) / (R Tp) (6.3)

where
hd = mass transfer coefficient (m/sec)
Ps = saturation vapor pressure (atm)_, 1
Rg = specific gas constant (atm-mrkg •K-()
T• = pool temperature ( 0K).

The mass transfer coefficient is a function of the radius of the pool, a
diffusion coefficient, and the dimensionless Reynolds and Schmidt numbers
associated with the air flow across the pool. In EXTRAN the mass transfer
coefficient is computed using the relationship given by Wing for turbulent
flow. That relationship is

hd = 0.037 (D/2r) "Re 0 "8 ScI/3 (6.4)

where2 D = molecular diffusion coefficient (m 2/s)
r = pool radius (m)
Re = Reynolds Number
Sc = Schmidt Number.

Molecular diffusion coefficients for many substances have been determined
experimentally. They are listed in reference works (e.g., Reid, et al. 1987).
However, there are many substances for which molecular diffusion coefficients
are not readily available. If you don't enter a diffusion coefficient as part
of the effluent characteristics, EXTRAN will compute one from kinetic theory
(Bird, et al. 1960). The equation used in computing the molecular diffusion
coefficient is

D = 0.001853r T-3 I/mw +1/mwg)I'P •ag gag (6.5)

where
Tr = reference temperature (OK) = Tb + 273.16
mw a mw = molecular weights of air and the material in the pool
p apressure (atmospheres)
a = effective collision diameter for molecules of air and the gas (A)
9 = dimensionless function of temperature and intermolecular potential
fiald.

An effective collision diameter for the combination of air and a second gas
can be estimated by averaging the collision diameters for air and the gas.
The collision diameter for air is 3.617 A. For a liquid, the collision
diameter may be estimated from the normal boiling point. EXTRAN estimates the
collision diameter for the gas in the tank from

aag = 1.166 VI/3 (6.6)
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where V is the molecular volume in cubic centimeters per gram-mole (Bird et
al. 1960). The molecular volume is computed from the molecular weight and the
liquid density.

The dimensionless function 2 a in Equation (6.5) is estimated using
interpolation equations derivd from data presented by Bird, et al. (1960
Table B-2). Data in the table indicate that Dag can be estimated adequately
as

fag= a ( kT/Ca ) (6.7)

where
a, 19 constants defined for three ranges of kT/C
k = Boltzmann's constant
T = temperature (OK)
'Ea = a characteristic energy of interaction between molecules of air

na• the gas.

Finally, e is the geometric mean of the characteristic energies for air and
the gas. He ratio ag/k can be estimated from

Eag/k = 1.15 Tb (6.8)

where Tb is the.boiling point of the liquid (OK). For air c/k is
approximately 97.0.

The boiling point of liquids depends on atmospheric pressure. Tabled boiling
points are generally for a pressure of one atmosphere (760 mm Hg). EXTRAN
adjusts the boiling point to account for departures from the standard pressure
using an integrated form of the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. The adjusted
boiling point is given by

Tb Tb / I 1 + RgTb ln(760/P) / hv J (6.9)

where*Tb = adjusted boiling point (OK)
Tb boiling point at 760 mm Hg (OK)
P = atmospheric pressure (mm Hg).

Similarly, the saturation vapor pressure in Equation (6.3) is computed for
pool temperature from the boiling point and atmospheric pressure using another
form of the integrated Clausius-Clapeyron equation. The equation for
saturation vapor pressure is

= P exp[ hv(l.0-Tb*/Tp)/RgTb J (6.10)

where all terms are as previously defined.

6.2.1.B.b. Enerqv Balance for Liauefied Gasses and Volatile Liquids.

Several terms in the mass balance just discussed are functions of energy
transfer in the environment. This section discusses the components of energy
budget of the pool. These components include solar and long-wave radiation,
sensible and latent heat exchange with the atmosphere, and heat transfer
between the pool and the ground.
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6.2.l.B.b.I. Solar Radiation.

The solar radiation balance associated with the liquid pool has two terms,
incoming solar radiation and reflection from the surface. The net solar
radiation, Rsn, is estimated as

Rsn = (1- a ) Rs (6.11)

where Rs is the incoming solar radiation and a is the albedo of the pool. An
estimate of the incoming solar radiation is require as part of the model
input. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 is section 6.4 provide some guidance on the values
of solar radiation observed in the latitude band occupied by the contiguous
United States.

The albedo of a pool of any of the materials of concern is unknown.
Consequently, a default albedo has been assumed. The default albedo is 0.1.
The assumption of this value is based on albedos reported for sea surfaces
(Rosenberg et al. 1983, p. 44). This justification is relatively weak, but
the net energy budget is not particularly sensitive to the value assumed. The
assumption of a relatively low albedo should be conservative. That is, a low
albedo is associated with high absorption of solar radiation which will tend
to maximize evaporation.

6.2.l.B.b.II. Loncr-Wave Radiation.

The long-wave radiation balance of the pool is more complicated than the
short-wave balance. The long-wave radiation that the pool receives from the
atmosphere is a function of the temperature and humidity near the ground and
the amount and type of clouds. This is countered by long-wave radiation from
the pool, which is a function of the pool temperature.

A number of empirical expressions have been developed to estimate the long-
wave radiation from the atmosphere. Swinbank (1963) proposed an equation
relating the long-wave radiation only to the air temperature based on an
analysis of data collected at night. This relationship is reasonable because
the humidity at night is also a function of temperature. However, the
relationship has been found to systematically overestimate the long-wave
radiation during the day. Paltridge (1970) suggests reducing daytime
atmospheric long-wave radiation estimates made using Swinbank's relationship
by 30 watts/mr. The same correction to Swinbank's relationship is suggested
by Idso (1972). A further correction to Swinbank's relationship to account
for the effects of clouds is discussed by Paltridge and Platt (1976). In its
simplest forT, this correction increases the atmospheric long-wave radiation
by 6 watts/mr for each tenth of the sky covered by clouds. Combining these
relationships, the long-wave radiation flux to the pool from the atmosphere is
estimated using

Rla = 5.31xl0°1 3 Ta6 + 60 cc (6.12)

where R is the long-wave radiation flux from the atmosphere (watts/m2 ) and
cc is te cloud cover in tenths. If the solar radiation is greater than 100
watts/m , the long-wave radiation flux estimated by Equation (6.12) is reduced
by 30 watts/r .

The long-wave radiation from the pool is a function only of the pool
temperature. It is given by

Rip. = aTp4 (6.13)
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where o •s 0 thl Stephan-Boltzmann constant, which has a value of 5.67x10" 8

watts/(m K' ).

The net long-wave radiation flux to the pool, Rln, is then

Rln = Rla -Rlp. (6.14)

Estimating this flux requires both the air and pool temperatures. If it is
estimated using only the air temperature, the result will be an under estimate
of the true-flux because the pool temperature will be lower than the air
temperature. This will tend to decrease the rate of evaporation and is
therefore not conservative.

6.2.1.B.b.III. Air Convection.

The heat flux between the pool and the atmosphere is computed as the product
of a heat transfer coefficient and the temperature difference between the pool
and the atmosphere. The equation for this flux is

Qa = hc(Ta - Tp) (6.15)

where Qa is the heat flux due to convection and h is the heat transfer
coefficient. The heat transfer coefficient is a Function of the thermal
conductivity of the air, the air density and viscosity, the heat capacity of
the air, a characteristic length, and the wind speed. Assuming that all of
these factors are constant except the wind speed, the heat transfer
coefficient is computed by

hc = 6.69U0 . 6  (6.16)

where U is the wind speed. This relationship is based on an extrapolation by
Wing (1979) to a wind speed of I m/sec of values published by Bolz and Tuve
(1973).

6.2.1.B.b.IV. Ground Conduction.

The heat flux between the ground and the pool is estimated in a manner that is
similar to the method used to estimate the heat flux from the air. The flux
is proportional to a thermal conductivity and the temperature difference
between the ground and the pool. However, unlike the air which passes over
the pool, the ground beneath the pool cools as a function of time, which
reduces the flux. The equation used to estimate the heat flux from the ground
is

Qg = k ( T - T ) t"/2 (6.17)

where Q is the flux and k is a constant that incorporates the thermal
conductivity, heat capacity and density of the ground. The derivation of
Equation (6.17) and k is discussed by Bird, et al. (1960). Following Wing,
when values of the thermal conductivity, heat capacity and density that are
typicý}2 of 0 the earth's surface are used, the value of k is approximately 824
i-sec /( K). However, k is a strong function of surface type. When the
characteristics of specific surface types reported by Oke (1978) are used to
compute k, the values obtained range from 190 for dry peat to 2560 for wet
sandy soil. The value for dense concrete is 1780, and bricks and stone have
values near 1000. As a result of this diversity, a mid-range value of 1000
has been assumed for k rather than 824.
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6.2.1.B.b.V. Latent Heat Transfer.

As liquid evaporates, it carries energy from the pool to atmosphere. The
energy lost is equal .to the product of the heat of vaporization and the mass
evaporated. Thus,

Ph =h.vdmv 6.8

where Qh is the latent heat lost. When the pool consists of boiling liquefied
gas, the evaporation is determined by the energy entering the pool. As a
result, the latent heat loss exactly balances the net energy gained from solar
and long-wave radiation, convection and conduction. This balance may be
written as

Qh (Rsn + Rln + Qa + Q ) A dt. (6.19)

We have assumed that evaporation is determined by vapor pressure.
Consequently, the latent heat loss is not necessarily equal to the input of
energy by other mechanisms. If the latent heat loss does not balance the
energy gained from other mechanisms, then the temperature of the pool must
change as a result of the imbalance. The energy stored or lost by the pool is
given by

mpcpdTp = (Rsn + Rln + Qa + Qg) A dt - Qh" (6.20)

Solving for the temperature change yields

dTp = [(Rsn + Rln + Qa + Qg) A dt - Qh] / mpcp. (6.21)

In EXTRAN, the initial pool temperature is assumed to be equal to the boiling
point or temperature of the liquid in the tank, whichever is lower. The
temperature of the pool is adjusted as a function of time to maintain the
energy balance. Equation (6.21) is used to estimate the change in temperature
due to evaporation. If the temperature change is negative, the pool
temperature is adjusted accordingly. EXTRAN assumes that the pool remains in
the liquid state without freezing. Since freezing reduces the vapor pressure
of the material in the pool, this is a conservative assumption.

If the temperature change is positive, EXTRAN makes an initial estimate of the
new pool temperature and then compares the estimate with the boiling point of
the liquid. Should the estimated temperature exceed the boiling point, the
pool temperature is set at the boiling point. The energy not used in raising
the temperature of the pool to the boiling point is treated as latent heat of
evaporation, and mass associated with evaporation is increased.

If the accident scenario involves a leak, the temperature of the pool is also
adjusted to account for the difference in temperature between the tank and the
pool. In making this adjustment, it is assumed that the liquid entering the
pool mixes instantaneously with the liquid already in the pool.

6.2.2. Transport and Diffusion.

EXTRAN includes a Gaussian puff dispersion model. This approach was selected
because puff models permit more realistic treatment of temporal variations in
release terms and concentrations. It is consistent with the Gaussian plume
models used by the NRC for other licensing applications and the puff models
used for emergency response applications.
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6.2.2.A. Puff Model.

The derivation of Gaussian plume model starts with a specific solution to the
one-dimensional diffusion equation. A three-dimensional puff diffusion model
is then produced by superposition of solutions to the one-dimensional
equation. If it is assumed that diffusion proceeds independently in the
longitudinal, lateral and vertical directions and that the center of the puff
is at position x0 , yo , z Zo then, in the absence of boundaries, the
concentration at position x,y,z is given by

C(x,y,z) =Q/[(2w)3/2 xayaz] 2 2
exp[-0.5(x-x0 ) / 2]

exp [-0.5 (y-y0 ) 2/,2]

exp[-O.5(z-z 0 ) 2/a2] (6.22)

where
C(x,y,z) = the concentration at x,y,z
Q = the mass of material in the puff

,a ,a = diffusion coefficients in the longitudinal,
lateYal, and vertical directions.

The diffusion coefficients are characteristic dimensions of the puff. They
are functions of the distance (or time) from the release point, the
atmospheric stability, and the surface roughness.

Next, a Cartesian coordinate system is defined that has its origin at the
ground directly below the release point with the x-axis parallel to the wind
vector, the y-axis directed cross wind, and the z-axis vertical. With this
definition, the center of the puff can now be allowed to move with the wind.
At any moment t following the release, the coordinates of the center of the
puff are x0 = Ut, yo =_0, zo = h where U is the wind speed and h is the height
of release. This results in

C(x,y,z) = Q/[(2w) 3/2axuy7z]
2 2

exp [-0.5 (x-Ut) 2/lx2]

exp [-0.5 (y-y 0 ) 2/ 2]

exp -0.5 (z-h) 2/a]2  (6.23)

The final step in derivation of the plume model is integration of Equation
(6.23) from t = 0 to t = w. This step makes the plume model a steady-state

model. The time delay between the source and the receptor does not appear
explicitly in the model, and temporal variations in the source can only be
modeled by assuming a sequence of steady-state releases.

The puff model alternative chosen for EXTRAN stops at Equation (6.23). Using
the puff model, a plume is approximated by releasing a sequence of puffs at
small time intervals. The concentration at a point in the plume is then
calculated by summation of the concentrations at the point resulting from all
puffs. In essence, the integration that leads to the plume model is replaced
by
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C(x,y,z) = Sumi( Ci ) (6.24)

where C(x,y,z) is the concentration at x,y,z and the C. are the contributions
to the total concentration of the individual puffs given by Equation (6.23).
It is common to assume that ax and ar are equal and to substitute a' for a .
Equations (6.23) and (6.24) retain tKe ability to model the temporaY variation
in concentrations at an air intake realistically because the concentration
will not increase until a puff approaches the receptor, and the values of Q
may be varied as a function of time.

The accuracy of the puff approximation can be checked by modeling a steady-
state release. It is a function of the distance between puffs. The
approximation can be made as accurate as desired by reducing this distance.
Ramsdell, et al. (1983) show that if the distance between adjacent puffs is
less than a , concentrations estimated by the puff model are within one or two
percent of those estimated by a plume model. Puff release rates in EXTRAN are
adjusted to maintain this accuracy. (See section 6.2.3.)

Equation (6.23) assumes that the diffusion takes place without the
interference of boundaries. That assumption in not tenable for releases at or
near ground level. It is common to assume that the ground acts as a
reflecting surface. This assumption is incorporated into puff and plume
models by assuming an imaginary second source of equal strength located at or
below ground at a level equal to the negative of the release height.
Concentrations are then computed by adding the contributions from the real and
imaginary sources. Mathematically this is accomplished by replacing the term

exp[-0.52(z-h) 2/lz2]

in Equation (6.23) with

exp[-0.5(z-h) 2/z 2 ]+ exp[-0.5(z+h) 2/z 2 .

6.2.2.B. Source Term.

Concentrations in the puffs are directly proportional to the mass that is
included in the puff. In the EXTRAN code, puffs are released at regular
intervals of length dt where dt is determined by the distance between the
release point and the air intake, the wind speed, and the atmospheric
stability. The mass in a puff released at time t is the mass entering the
atmosphere in the period between t and t + dt.

If the toxic substance is a liquefied gas and both flashing and evaporation
are occurring, two puffs will be released simultaneously. One of these puffs
will have the mass of the liquid that has flashed (Equation (6.1)), and the
other will have the mass that has evaporated (Equation (6.3)) . Otherwise
only one puff will be released, and the mass in the puff will be determined
using Equation (6.3).

6.2.2.C. Diffusion Coefficients.

Equation (6.23) shows that the decrease in concentrations in puffs as they
move downwind is due only to increases in the magnitudes of the diffusion
coefficients. Relationships describing the increase in these coefficients in
flat terrain under normal atmospheric conditions are readily available in the
literature. The coefficients increase with increasing distance and generally
decrease as the atmosphere becomes more stable.
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These standard relationships do not adequately describe the growth of
diffusion coefficients in the wakes of structures. The effect of wakes is to
increase the rate of diffusion, but the effect is limited to the vicinity of
the structure. As result, composite diffusion coefficients that include both
normal diffusion and wake effects are used in EXTRAN. These coefficients are
computed using

C = (a + 2 +12 2 12 (6.25)

where
ac = the composite diffusion coefficient
Un = a normal diffusion coefficient
al1 = a meander diffusion coefficient.
a'2  = a wake diffusion coefficient.

Normal diffusion coefficients are computed with the "Eimutis and Konicek"
(1972) relationships used in the NRC PAVAN (Bander 1982) and XOQDOQ
(Sagendorf, et al. 1982) codes. In these relationships the diffusion
coefficients are functions of distance and atmospheric stability. The
diffusion coefficients a 1 and a2 are computed using equations derived by
Ramsdell following an analysis of data from building-wake diffusion
experiments (Ramsdell 1995). Ramsdell (1988, 1990a,b, 1995) present
derivations of the equations.

The puff diffusion equation was derived for point-source releases. The point
source equations are reasonable as long as the distance between the release
point and the receptor is large. In some EXTRAN applications the point source
assumption may lead to unrealistically high concentrations at the source.
Consequently, an adjustment is made to the diffusion coefficients to account
for the size of the source. The diffusion coefficients are given initial
values that result in concentrations at the center of the puff that are no
greater than the concentration the pure vapor would have at the atmospheric
conditions. These dimensions are related to the density of the vapor and the
area of the pool. If a wake is a factor, the adjustment is made to the wake
diffusion coefficients. Otherwise, the adjustment is made to the normal
coefficients.

6.2.2.D. Transport.

The transport of material is completely defined during model input. Puffs are
assumed to move with the wind directly from the release point to the air
intake. The time required for material to arrive at the intake is determined
by the wind speed and the growth of the puffs. It is somewhat less than the
time estimated by x/U where x is the distance to the intake and U is the wind
speed.

6.2.3. Computational Time Step and Duration of Computation.

The puff release interval used by EXTRAN is given by the following set of
rules:

Let dtpuff cry / U.

If dtpuff < 1 s, then use 1 s.

If 1 s <dtpuff < 10 s , then use the largest even integer <= dtpuff.
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If dt > 10 s and the distance to the intake is less than 1000 m,
then gse 10 s.

If dt > 30 s and the distance to the intake is greater than 1000 m,
then use 30 s.

The above rules are designed to ensure that the separation between successive
puffs is not more than 2 a , and therefore, that the puffs give a good
representation of the plumY. They also ensure that the puff spacing is close
enough so that EXTRAN can accurately determine the arrival time of the plume.

The time step used by EXTRAN is either 1 s or one half of the puff release
interval, whichever is larger.

EXTRAN is designed to determine the maximum concentration reaching the control
room within 2 minutes after the arrival of the leading edge of the plume. It
is assumed that the control room personnel will be able to take protective
measures within that interval.

EXTRAN takes at least 91 time steps. If the time at step 91 is at least
4.5 minutes after the arrival of the plume, then EXTRAN stops. Otherwise
EXTRAN runs an additional 90 time steps (180 total time steps). The result of
all of these rules is that EXTRAN will run for at least 180 s after the
arrival of the plume and possibly much longer.

The user should examine the time sequence of concentrations. found in the file
ID--- EX.CNX. In most cases the concentrations will either peak and then
diminish or will grow towards a maximum and then remain nearly steady until
the tank becomes depleted or the liquid pool decreases in area.

6.3: StartinQ EXTRAN.

EXTRAN is started from the HABIT Main window by clicking the EXTRAN button.
It may also be started outside of HABIT (i.e., in stand-alone mode) by typing
EX at the DOS prompt.

6.4. The EXTRAN Desicn form.

The EXTRAN Design form is shown in Figures 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. All data input
for EXTRAN takes place on this form. The figures for EXTRAN show the way the
screens appear when running DEM01. A label at the top of the form tells the
design currently being used. The controls on this form are:

The Clear Values button is used to clear all values from the EXTRAN
input and "start over with a clean sheet of paper."

The Edit Design button may be used to create a new design, to change the
design being used, to copy a design or to delete a design. See
instructions above on the use of the Design Edit Window.

The Run Title text box is used for the title of this run.

The Release Type option buttons are clicked to select whether this is a
liquid tank burst, a liquid tank leak, a gas tank burst, or a gas tank
leak.
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The two liquid options deal with materials stored as liquids and the
other two deal with materials stored as gasses. The liquid tank burst
and gas tank burst options are used for cases in which the tank fails
catastrophically and empties instantaneously. The liquid tank leak and
the gas tank leak are used for cases for which the release takes place
over some interval. Generally, the catastrophic failure results in a
greater maximum concentration than the tank leak mode. But, the tank
leak may be the more realistic failure mode. It is possible to
approximate a catastrophic failure in the leak failure mode by
increasing the magnitude of the leak rate.

The Concentration Units option buttons are clicked to select whether the
input and output of this run are to be in g/m3, ppm, or mCi/m3. Note
that The units specified in EXTRAN will also be used in CHEM.

EXTRAN may be used to estimate concentrations of either toxic or
radioactive materials. It includes three sets of units for expressing
concentrations. The default set of units is grams per cubic meter. It
may not be convenient to compare results expressed in these units with
standards or to use the results as input to dose models. Therefore, you
have the option of two alternate methods of expressing concentrations.
EXTRAN can compute concentrations of toxic materials in parts per
million, and it can compute concentrations of radioactive materials in
millicuries per cubic meter.

The Input Selection option buttons determine whether spill parameters,
meteorological parameters, or chemical parameters are displayed on the
lower part of this form. Use these buttons to input each of these sets
of parameters in succession.

A tip: to enter all data, type values for each of the parameters using
the <Enter> key after each entry. When <Enter> is pressed after the
last entry of each set, the next set will appear.

The letters R, 0, and N appear to the left of each parameter. These
indicate whether that parameter is required, optional, or not used for
the specified type of release. Optional parameters will be used if
entered, otherwise default values will be used. A list of which
parameters are required, optional and not used for each release type is
also given in the EXTRAN work sheet.

EXTRAN Spill Parameters

This set of parameters is used to define the physical scenario
associated with a potential accident (See Figure 6.1). This input deals
with the type of accident, amount of material, where the release occurs
in relation to the intake, and how the material enters the atmosphere.

Initial mass

This is the actual amount of material in the tank at the time of
failure. The mass should be entered in kilograms if you have
selected g/m3 or ppm for the concentration units and should be
entered in Curies if you have selected mCi/m3. In either case,
enter the amount in the tank at the time of the failure, not the
amount of material that the tank could contain.
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Release rate

This parameter is only used for liquid tank leak and gas tank leak
release types. The release rate will remain constant at the
entered value until the tank is empty. When the tank is empty,
the release rate will be set to zero.

Release height
For a liquid this is the height of the pool above the ground and
not the height of the hole in the tank. For a gas, the release
height may be the height of the hole. Release heights greater
than zero may result from failure of a tank on a flat roof or loss
of the top of a large tank. in the first of these situations the
pool might be formed on the roof, and in the second, the pool may
be within the original tank. Use ground level near the control
room air intake as the reference height.

Storage temperature

You must enter a temperature for the storage tank for all release
types. This temperature determines the expansion of gasses upon
release and the rate of evaporation of liquids. Output refers to
this temperature as the tank temperature. The tank temperature
should be near the air temperature unless the tank is cooled or
heated.

Consider factors such as the size of the tank, the exposure of the
tank to solar radiation, the insulation of tank, and perhaps the
time of day and time of year in estimating the tank temperature.
A temperature near the daytime high temperature for the season may
be reasonable choice for the tank temperature.

maximum pool radius

Berms frequently surround large tanks to contain spills. If you
specify a liquid tank burst or leak, it may be appropriate to
specify a maximum pool radius. If you do not enter a value or
enter zero, EXTRAN will assume that a berm does not exist. The
liquid will spread without horizontal restriction until the pool
depth decreases to 0.01 m.

Distance to intake

Concentrations in plumes decrease as the distance from the release
point increases. When asked for the intake distance, enter the
distance between the tank and the control room air intake. if
there are structures between the tank and the intake, enter a
distance corresponding to the shortest possible path the material
could take.

intake height

The reference height for EXTRAN is ground level near the control
room air intake. When asked to enter the intake height, enter the
height of the control room air intake above this reference height.

Concentration estimates are sensitive to the difference between
the release height and the intake height when distance between the
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tank and intake is small. As the distance increases, this
sensitivity decreases. Maximum concentration estimates can be
obtained by setting both the release height and intake height to
zero. If. the release and intake heights are the same, but are not
equal to zero, the concentration will be up to a factor of two
lower than when the heights are equal to zero.

Building area

EXTRAN includes a model to estimate diffusion in the wakes of
structures. To use this model, you must enter an estimate of the
cross-sectional area of the structure projected on a plane
perpendicular to the wind direction. Note that the area requested
is the area of the tank or a structure near the tank. It is not
necessarily the area of the reactor containment building or of the
control room air intake structure. If the area is zero, the
enhanced diffusion due to the wake of the structure will be
neglected.

Vent flow rate (m3 /s)

The parameter is used only for a gas tank leak. This parameter
allows you to model releases through building vents. If the
release is through a vent enter the vent flow. Otherwise enter a
zero or press RETURN.

The vent flow rate is the volume per unit time of air leaving the
vent. The concentration in the vent is therefore the rate of mass
release (kg/s or Ci/s) divided by the vent flow rate.

Within EXTRAN the vent flow rate prevents the concentration at the
intake from becoming unreasonably large. When the vent flow is
greater than zero, concentrations in the environment cannot become
larger than the concentration in the vent.

The vent flow is particularly important when the distance between
the release point and air intake is small.

EXTRAN Meteorological Parameters

The next group of parameters provide information on the
environmental conditions at the time of the release. These conditions
remain constant during the model run (See Figure 6.2). The
environmental variables used in EXTRAN enter the calculations in various
ways. As a result, no single set of variables can be given the label
"worst case." Worst case conditions must be determined by trial and
error considering the physical scenario and the material. For example,
sometimes worst case conditions involve low wind speeds. However, if
the release is in a building wake and involves a volatile liquid, worst
case conditions involve high wind speeds.

In selecting a set of conditions for EXTRAN, maintain consistency within
the set. For example, a combination of high temperature, high solar
radiation, and strongly stable atmospheric conditions leads to larger
concentrations than high temperature, high solar radiation and unstable
atmospheric conditions. But, the latter combination is realistic, while
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the former is not. Thus, the former set ought not to be used in control

room habitability assessments.

Wind speed

The first environmental variable entered is the wind speed. Enter
the wind speed at a height of 10 meters above ground level.

The wind speed is used in computing evaporation rates, diffusion
and transport. Depending on the specific scenario, increasing the
wind speed may increase or decrease the predicted maximum
concentration. If the scenario involves evaporation or wake
diffusion, increasing the wind speed is likely to result in an
increase in the maximum concentration. Otherwise, an increase in
wind speed will decrease the concentration.

Atmospheric stability class

Atmospheric stability classes defined in Regulatory Guide 1.23 are
used in EXTRAN.

Atmospheric stability is a factor in determining the dilution of
in the plume between the pool and the air intake. If there is not
a wake involved, the stability has a significant effect on the
maximum concentration. Otherwise, the effect of stability on
concentration is small.

Air Temperature

The ambient air temperature determines if a liquid will flash or
not. It is also a factor in the energy balance that determines
the rate of evaporation from pools, and it determines the volume
occupied by gasses. In general, increasing the air temperature
increases the maximum concentration at the air intake following
liquid releases and decreases the concentrations following gas
releases.
EXTRAN converts the air temperature to kelvin as needed within the

code.

Atmospheric Pressure

Atmospheric pressure is last of the environmental variables used
in all scenarios. It is used in adjusting the air density, the
boiling point of liquids, and the saturation vapor pressure.
Enter the pressure in millimeters of mercury. Pressures in
inches, millibars, pounds per square inch, or other units must be
converted to millimeters of mercury.

A range of .typical atmospheric pressures is from 600 to 800 mm Hg.
This range is larger than would be reasonable for a single
location because pressure is a function of elevation. The upper
end of the range (720 to 800 mm Hg) is appropriate for sea-level
locations. The lower end of the range (600 to 670 mm Hg) is
appropriate for elevations of 5000 to 6000 ft. above sea level.
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Solar radiation

This parameter is used for liquid tank bursts and liquid tank
leaks. During the day, solar radiation adds energy to the liquid
pool, thereby increasing the evaporation rate.

Enter solar radiation in units of watts/square meter. Enter a
zero if you want to simulate a night time release.

-During the day, solar radiation is a function of latitude, season
and time of day. The data in the following two tables provides
some guidance for selection of reasonable solar radiation values.
Table 6.1 presents noon-time maximum solar radiation fluxes for
the first day of each month based on Weather Bureau Records
(Langhaar 1953). The values are for clear days and are rarely
exceeded. Table 6.2 presents the average solar radiation for the
Hanford Meteorological Station (460 34'N, 1190 36'W) for 9:00 am,
noon and 3:00 p.m. for each month. The Hanford Meteorological
Station is in a semi-arid region in south central Washington
State.

Table 6.1 Maximum Noon S2lar
Radiation Flux (watts/mi)

LATITUDE
MONTH 30 35 40 45
January 760 650 540 430
February 850 760 660 550
March 960 900 800 730
April 1070 1010 950 880
May 1140 1100 1060 1010
June 1150 1140 1090 1060
July 1150 1140 1100 1070
August 1140 1100 1070 1030
September 1100 1060 990 950
October 990 930 850 770
November 850 770 680 580
December 760 660 550 440
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Table 6.2 Average Solar Radiation (sr) in Watts/m2
and Cloud Cover (cc) in tenths

at the Hanford Meteorology Station.
Based on data from Ramsdell (1978).

9:00 12:00 3:00
MONTH sr cc sr cc sr cc
January 136 8.2 255 8.1 79 8.0
February 230 7.6 385 7.4 181 7.4
March 410 6.7 560 6.9 307 6.9
April 574 6.3 671 6.7 396 6.9
May 674 5.5 741 6.0 489 6.3
June 714 4.8 804 5.2 537 5.4
July 738 2.4 858 2.8 589 3.1
August 645 3.0 768 3.3 491 3.6
September 531 4.2 646 4.3 342 4.4
October 367 5.8 463 6.0 172 6.4
November 198 7.6 267 7.6 65 7.5
December 113 8.3 201 8.3 40 8.1

Cloud Cover

This parameter is used for liquid tank bursts and liquid tank
leaks. Cloud cover is the fraction of the sky covered by clouds.
Enter it in tenths. For example, if clouds cover half sky, the
cloud cover would be entered as 5. EXTRAN converts the 5 to 0.5.

Cloud cover is used in calculating the long-wave radiation from
the atmosphere. The program makes an initial estimate of the
long-wave radiation from the air temperature. It then refines
this estimate using the cloud cover. Cloud cover increases the
long-wave radiation 5lux to the liquid pool. This increase ranges
from 0 to 60 watts/mr.

Table 6.2 presents the average cloud cover, in tenths, for each
month at the Hanford Meteorology Station. These values provide
some guidance in observed values. You will also want to run the
model with 0 and 10 cloud cover.

Ground temperature

This parameter is used for liquid tank bursts and liquid tank
leaks. Along with the pool temperature, it controls the energy
flux from the ground to the pool. Increasing the ground
temperature increases evaporation.

During the day, the ground temperature in the shade is about the
same as the air temperature, while the ground temperature in the
open is several degrees warmer than the air temperature. At night
the ground temperature is generally be lower than the air
temperature.

Enter the ground temperature in degrees Celsius.
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EXTRAN Chemical Parameters

The last group of parameters defines the physical characteristics of the
effluent (See Figure 6.3). These characteristics include the molecular
weight, boiling point, heat capacity, heat of vaporization, and specific
gravity (or density) of the liquid phase, and the molecular diffusion
coefficient.

EXTRAN reads the file CHEMICAL.DAT which contains data for a set of
chemicals. One of these chemicals can be chosen using the drop-down
list of chemical names. If you choose a chemical from this list, values
for all needed parameters will be automatically entered in the value
boxes. If you choose "Other" you will need to manually enter values for
the needed parameters.
The file CHEMICAL.DAT is an ASCII file that can be readily edited to add
chemicals.

Descriptions of these data entries follow:

List of Chemical names. This is a drop-down list containing the
names of all of the chemicals for which EXTRAN has data. If you
are not familiar with the use of drop down lists, see the section
on using them. Using the up and down arrows to scan through this
list causes parameters for each chemical to appear in succession.
To enter parameters for chemicals that are not on this list,
select "Other" then enter the needed parameters.
The values in this list are specified in the file CHEMICAL.DAT,
which may be edited to add chemicals.

Chemical name

This is an optional parameter which appears in the output.

Molecular weight

EXTRAN uses the molecular weight in thermodynamic computations for
volatile liquids and in estimating the initial volume of gasses.

Boiling point

Enter boiling point temperatures in degrees Celsius. Absolute
boiling point temperatures are computed within the program as
needed. Boiling point temperatures are a function of pressure.
The value entered should be the boiling point at 1 atmosphere
pressure (760 mm Hg). It will be adjusted to the boiling point at
the actual pressure within the program.

Liquid heat capacity

The heat capacity determines the fraction of a liquefied gas that
flashes on release and the temperature change in pools. It must
be in units of joules per gram per degree Celsius. Heat
capacities given in calories per gram per degree Celsius may be
converted to the required units by multiplying by 4.184. Within
EXTRAN, the heat capacity is a constant, independent of
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temperature and pressure.

Heat of vaporization

The heat of vaporization is the energy used in calculation of the
evaporation of liquids. It must be in units of joules per gram.
Within EXTRAN, the heat capacity is constant.

Specific gravity

EXTRAN uses density in calculation of the volume and area of the
pool formed by a release of liquids. You may enter either the
density, in grams per milliliter, or specific gravity of the
liquid. EXTRAN assumes that the density of water is 1 g/ml.
Thus, the density and specific gravity are numerically identical.

Enter the specific gravity of the liquid or the density in grams

per milliliter.

Molecular diffusion coefficient

The rate of evaporation of the pool depends in part on diffusion
of the vapor near the pool surface. This diffusion is
characterized by a molecular diffusion coefficient. If the
substance is a volatile liquid, a diffusion coefficient in units
of square centimeters per second must be entered. Molecular
diffusion coefficients typically have values near 0.. cm /sec.

If you enter a zero, EXTRAN will estimate the molecular diffusion
coefficient from kinetic theory.

The Check Design button. When this button is pressed the design is
checked to see whether all required input parameters have been entered.
If some required parameters have not been entered a message will be
shown and the missing parameters will be highlighted in red until they
are entered. Use of this button is optional. The design will
automatically be checked whenever the Save Design or Run EXTRAN buttons
are clicked.

The Save Design button causes the data to be written to a file. It can
be used at any time to save your work. If you change your data and then
click either Run EXTRAN or Done you will receive a warning that your
data has changed. The message will ask if you want to save your data.
If you click Yes, your data will be saved before the run is made or
before the program returns to the HABIT main window. If you click No,
the file will not be saved and all changes will be lost. If you click
Cancel, the Run or Done operation will be aborted.

The Run EXTRAN button. Clicking this button causes EXTRAN computations
to be done. Information will be written to the screen about the files
being used by EXTRAN and about the progress of the computation. The
user can abort the computation by pressing <Ctrl>+C. A message will be
written to the screen indicating whether the computation was
successfully completed. After the computation is completed the user
will be asked to press <Enter> to return to data entry for EXTRAN, press
H to return the HABIT main window, or press X to exit HABIT (return to
DOS).
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The Done button is used to return to the HABIT main window.

The Help button is used to obtain help. See Using Help for more
details.

6.5. Form for EXTRAN Data Entry.

The following page shows a form that may be used to collect data for use in
EXTRAN.
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Table 6.3
EXTRAN WORK SHEET

Run ID:

Run Title:

Output Options:

Release Type:

Release Type
1 2 3 4
R R R R
N R N R
0 0 0 0
R R R R
0. 0 N N
R R R R
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
N N N 0

Concentration Units ___g/m

3
__ ppm -mCi/m3

(1) Liquid Tank Burst
(2) Liquid Tank Leak
(3) Gas Tank Burst
(4) Gas Tank Leak

(R=Required, 0=Optional, N=Not used)

Initial Mass (kg or Ci)
Release Rate (kg/sec or Ci/sec)
Release Height (m)
Storage Temp. (OC)
Max. Pool Radius (m)
Distance to Intake (m)
Intake Height (ml
Building Are9 (m
Vent Flow (m /sec)

R
R
R
R
R
R
R

R
R
R
R
R
R
R

R
R
R
R
N
N
N

R
R
R
R
N
N
N

Wind Speed (m/s)
Atmospheric Stability
Air Temperature (OC)
Atm. Pressure (mm Hgl
Solar Radiation (w/m
Cloud Cover (tenths)
Ground Temperature (°C)

Chemical Name0 0 0 0

(EXTRAN will supply the following data
is listed in CHEMICAL.DAT.)

if the chemical

R
R
R
R
R
0

R
R
R
R
R
0

R
N
N
N
N
N

R
N
N
N
N
N

Molecular Wt. (g/mole)
Boiling Point (°C)
Liq. Heat Cap. (j/g-OC)
Heat of Vap. (j/g)
Spec. Gravity 2
Mol. Diff. Coef. (cm /sec)

Time:Date:
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Figure 6.1: The EXTRI4N Design Form
When Spill Parameters are being input.
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Figure 6.2: The EXTRAN Design Form
When Meteorological Parameters are being input.



Figure 6.3: The EXTRAN Design Form
When Chemical Parameters are being input.
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7. THE CHEM PROGRAM

7.1. General Description of CHEM.

In the CHEM scenario toxic chemicals arrive at the boundary of the control
room and are drawn in through any of the four intake paths, namely either of
the two filtered or the two unfiltered intakes. These toxic chemicals remain
in the control room until they are vented by outflow. It is assumed that
toxic chemicals are not effectively removed by filters, settling, or chemical
reaction.

7.2. Theoretical Basis for CHEM.

The CHEM code is essentially a simplified version of CONHAB (see Gilpin,
1990). All features pertaining to radioactive decay and daughter formation
have been removed. Control room filters are assumed to not be effective
against the toxic chemicals in question. Concentrations at the control room
intakes are computed by EXTRAN. The computations within EXTRAN include the
dilution factors, X/Q, complete with the effects of building wakes. The only
process that needs to be modeled within CHEM is the conservation of chemical
mass associated with inflow and outflow. Only one substance need be treated
at a time.

The toxic chemical concentration at the control room intakes is obtained from
the mean concentration during each time step produced by EXTRAN and read from
the file ID--- EX.CNX. The concentration is assumed to be the same at all four
of the intakes (filterer intake 1, filtered intake 2, unfiltered intake 2, and
unfiltered intake 2). Bottled air may flow into the control room. Filters
are assumed to be ineffective in removing the chemical. The only mechanism
for removal of the chemical from the control room is assumed to be outflow.

Let the concentration at the intakes be denoted by C. and let F. be the
total flow rate into the control room through the contaminated inPakes (i.e.,
the sum of the flow rates for the four intakes). Further let Fc1  be the
flow rate of clean bottled air into the control room. The rateCoa~low out of
the control room is then given by

F out -Fin + Fclean. (7.1)

The concentration in the control room is then given by

dC/dt + ( C Fout - Cin Fin ) / V = 0, (7.2)

where V is the control room volume. Given C(t), the control room
concentration at the start of a time step beginning at time t, the
concentration at the end of the time step is then

C(t+bt) = C(t) exp(-a 6t) + ( Cin Fin / aV ) [ 1 - exp(-a 6t) ], (7.3)

where a = Fout /V.

The exposure is just the time integral of the concentration.
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7.3. Starting CHEM.

CHEM is started from the HABIT Main window by clicking the CHEM button. It
may also be started outside of HABIT (i.e., in stand-alone mode) by typing CH
at the DOS prompt. EXTRAN must be run before running CHEM.

7.4. The CHEM Main Form.

The CHEM Main Form is shown in Figure 7.1. The figures for CHEM show the way
the screens-appear when running DEMOl. A label at the top of the form tells
the design currently being used. Note that CHEM and CONHAB share the input
file ID--- CB.INP. Run title, control room volume, air flow rates, and
occupancy factor appear on data entry forms for both CHEM and CONHAB and are
used by both of these programs. Filter efficiencies and meteorological
parameter values appear only on the CONHAB data entry forms and are used only
by that program.

The controls on this form are:

The Clear Values button is used to clear all values from the CHEM input
and "start over with a clean sheet of paper."

The Edit Design button may be used to create a new design, to change the
design being used, to copy a design or to delete a design. See
instructions above on the use of the Design Edit Window.

The Run Title text box is used for the title of this run.

The Control Room Volume value box.

The Change Units button. The currently selected units are shown with
each of the variables. When the change units button is pressed a form
appears that can be used to change these units. See section 7.4.1 on
the change units form.

The Enter Control Room Flow Data button causes the CHEM Control Room
Flow Parameters Form to appear.

The Save Design button causes the data to be written to a file. It can
be used at any time to save your work. If you change your data and then
click either Run CHEM or Done you will receive a warning that your data
has changed. The message will ask if you want to save your data. If
you click Yes, your data will be saved before the run is made or before
the program returns to the HABIT main window. If you click No, the file
will not be saved and all changes will be lost. If you click Cancel,
the Run or Done operation will be aborted.

The Run CHEM button. Clicking this button causes CHEM computations to
be done. Information will be written to the screen about the files
being used by CHEM and about the progress of the computation. The user
can abort the computation by pressing <Ctrl>+C. A message will be
written to the screen indicating whether the computation was
successfully completed. After the computation is completed the user
will be asked to press <Enter> to return to data entry for CHEM, press H
to return the HABIT main window, or press X to exit HABIT (return to
DOS).
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The Done button is used to return to the HABIT main window.

The Help button is used to obtain help. See Using Help for more
details.

7.4.1. The Change Units Form.

The change units form, which is used for both CHEM and CONHAB, appears in
Figure 7.2. It is accessible by clicking any of the change units buttons
which appear throughout CHEM and CONHAB.

The top of this form asks "Do you want numerical values converted?" If the
"Yes" option button is selected, all numerical values already in the input
will be converted from the old units to the new units. If the "No" option is
checked, then the new units will be used for the (unchanged) numerical values.

One of two option buttons is used to choose either meters and meters**3 or
feet and feet**3 for distances and volumes respectively.

One of four option buttons is used to select the units for flow rates.
Choices available are: m3/s, ft3/s, m3/min, and ft3/min.

7.4.2. The CHEM Control Room Flow Parameters Form.

This form, which is a schematic representation of the flows into the control
room, is seen in Figure 7.3. It is used to enter time steps, control room
flow rates and occupancy factors into CHEM. It is identical to the CONHAB
Control Room Flow Parameters Form, except that filter efficiencies appear on
the CONHAB form but not the CHEM form. Items appearing on this form are:

The Step number value box shows the number of the current time step. A
number can be typed in this box followed by <Enter> or <Tab> to move to
a different time step. Typing a number beyond the last time step
defined causes the program to beep and move to the last time step
defined.

The Step + button is used to move to the next time step.

The Step - button is used to move to the previous time step.

The Time drop down list. This list is used to enter new times and to
review existing times. To enter a new time, simply type the time in the
box at the top of this list and press either <Enter> or <Tab>. The new
time will be inserted at the correct place in the sequence of time steps
already in the data. To review the data for existing time steps, tab to
this and use the up and down arrows to scan through the times. For more
information see the section on use of drop-down lists.

The Del Time button. To delete all data for a time step, use the Time
drop down list to show the time to be deleted and then press the Del
Time button.

The Last Time Defined label shows the step number and time for the last
time step that has been defined.

NOTE: CHEM assumes that toxic chemicals flow into the control room
through unfiltered path 1, unfiltered path 2, filtered path 1, and
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filtered path 2 (feeds recirculating filter). The chemical
concentration is assumed to be the same for all four of the inflow paths
and to be given by the values produced by EXTRAN. Flows through all
four of these paths are treated identically. You may, if you wish,
simply set the flow rate for any ONE of these paths to the total inflow
rate and leave the others blank.

The Unfiltered air source 1 value box is used to specify the flow of air
into the control room from unfiltered air source 1.

The Unfiltered air source 2 value box is used to specify the flow of air
into the control room from unfiltered air source 2.

The Bottled air release value box specifies the flow rate of bottled air
into the control room.

The Filtered air source 1 value box is used to specify the flow of air
into the control room from filtered air source 1. Note that filters are
assumed to have no effect on the chemical concentrations.

The Filtered air source 2 (feeds recirculating filter) value box is used
to specify the flow of air into the control room from filtered air
source 2. Note that filters are assumed to have no effect on the
chemical concentrations.

A box indicating the position of the recirculating filter.

The control room Occupancy Factor value box.

A label indicating the leakage rate of the control room. This shows the
total rate at which air must leak from the control room to offset the
inflow. It is simply the sum of the inflow rates and is provided for
information purposes only.

The Change Units button. The currently selected units are shown with
each of the variables. When the change units button is pressed a form
appears that can be used to change these units. See the section on the
change units form.

The Done button.

The Help button. See Using Help for more details.

7.5. Forms for CHEM Data Entry.

The following two pages show forms that may be used to collect data for use in
CHEM.
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CHEM Work Sheet
Plant Parameters

Run ID:

Run Title:

Distance and volume units:

m and m3

Flow rate units:

m3/A

ft 3 /s

ft and ft 3

m3/min

___ ft 3 /min

Control Room Volume (m3 or ft3):
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CHEM Work Sheet
Control Room Flow Parameters

Complete one page for each time step.

Run ID:

Step Number: Time (hrs):

Flow Parameters:

(Flow units for flows)

Flow from unfiltered source 1

Flow from unfiltered source 2

Bottled air release flow rate

Flow from filtered source 1

Flow from filtered source 2

Occupancy factor (fraction)
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Figure 7.1: The CHEM Main Form.
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Figure 7.2: The Change Units for CHEM form.
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Figure 7.3: The CHEM Control Room Flow Parameters form.
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8. THE TACT5 COMPUTER CODE

The TACT5 computer code was described by West and Gilpin (1988). As stated in
that reference, TACT5 was a revision of an earlier code known as TACT III.
The TACT5 code was adapted from TACT III by revising it to run on a personal
computer and by removing daughter product formation. The reference for TACT
III is G.G. Killough, et al. (1983). The text which follows has been gleaned
from a combination of the NUREG/CR's for TACT5 and TACT III, with editing as
needed to bring it up to date for the HABIT version of TACT5. The text
concerning data entry has been completely rewritten to describe the HABIT
version.

8.1. General Description of TACT5.

The name TACT5 is an acronym for Transport of Activity. The TACT5 computer
code simulates the movement of radioactivity released from a reactor as it
migrates through user-defined regions (nodes) of the containment, is
immobilized by filters and sprays, and leaks to the outside environment. The
user's input data specify a dynamic compartment model which is represented by
systems of ordinary differential equations with constant coefficients. The
equations are solved using matrix eigenvector methods. A run of the code
carries out the integration of these systems of equations over a succession of
contiguous time intervals following reactor shutdown, with the interval
boundaries corresponding to transitions of system parameter values, which must
be constant within each time interval. Outputs are shown for the end of each
time interval and include: 1. The level of radioactivity in each node of the
containment and released the environment, broken down by nuclide group and by
physical form; and 2. The radiation dose to individuals at the exclusion
radius, the boundary of the low population zone, and at the control room air
intake. Because of the matrix methods used in TACT5, the accuracy of the
results does not depend on the size of the time steps. The HABIT version of
TACT5 writes output at sufficiently short intervals to ensure that the output
can be used to obtain accurate answers from CONHAB.

The current version of HABIT allows the user to define up to 4 nodes plus the
environment.

8.2. The Technical Basis for TACTS.

The computational parts of the TACT5 computer code are essentially the same as
that reported by West and Gilpin (1988).

Several changes have been made in the TACT5 computational module. The most
significant change is adding code so that TACT5 uses time steps small enough
to produce output suitable for use by CONHAB. (See Chapter 13.) Changes have
been made in the format of the .INP file. The format of the .TAB output file
has been improved, and the .CNX file has been added to transfer data to
CONHAB. Some changes have also been made to improve the readability of the
source code.
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The version of TACTS in HABIT version 1.0 is capable of treating up to 122
nuclides. The program can handle up to 4 nodes plus the environment and up to
3 receptor points.

TACT5 computes doses to locations in the environment by solving a system of
coupled, ordinary differential equations, which are set up by the user through
the model description input. The differential equations are set up to track
the production and removal of radionuclides through each node by performing a
mass balance into and out of each node for each time step.

Sources of production of radionuclides in each node that are considered in
TACT5 are instantaneous or continuous release from the reactor core to the
node, or from transport from any other node into the node. Sinks of
radionuclides from a node include radioactive decay, containment spray
removal, filtration, and leakage of radionuclides to other nodes or to the
environment.

TACT5 does not directly consider the effects of iodine vapor deposition on the
surfaces of the nodes or of particle settling on the floor. It is, however,
possible to model these effects. In order to do this, the user must first
estimate the removal rate coefficient (per hour) of iodine due to deposition
and settling. This value can then be added to removal rate coefficient due to
sprays, if any, to form a combined removal rate coefficient. This combined
value can be entered in the TACT5 Time Dependent Variables form as the "spray
removal rate coefficient" for iodine.

Given this information, a differential equation can easily be constructed
relating the rates of production and removal of radionuclides in each node.
This system of differential equations is then put into matrix form and solved.
This results in a calculation of the amount of a radionuclide (in curies)
present in each node and the environment at the end of each time step. The
curie contents then are reduced further by the X/Q values at the receptor
points in the environment.

The number of curies of each nuclide at the dose evaluation point is
multiplied by a dose conversion factor for the specific nuclide and for the
organs of interest (and the breathing rate, if appropriate) to yield an organ
dose in REM for each time step. The doses resulting from each nuclide are
then summed to obtain a dose contribution for the time step and for each organ
of interest. The organ doses then are summed over all time steps, resulting
in the final calculated dose to each organ of interest for the model.

8.2.1. The Method of Solution.

TACTS uses the data input by the user to determine values for coefficients for
a system of coupled first order linear ordinary differential equations. These
equations are written in vector-matrix form and are solved using an
eigenvector technique. The details of how the coefficients are obtained and
the method of solution are given by G. G. Killough, et al. (1983).

8.2.2. The Unreduced Dose.

TACT5 produces estimates of doses based on two sets of assumptions. The first
of these is labeled in ID--- T5A.TAB and ID--- T5B.TAB as "Calculated Dose" or
as "Multi node containment with ESF". These values are the doses estimated
based on the actual plant design and are the values that should be used for
most purposes.
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A second set of dose estimates are labeled as "Unreduced Dose" or as "Single
Node Containment with no ESF". These values are based on leakage of the
containment directly to the atmosphere at the rate entered as the "Leak Rate
of Primary Containment". These values may be interesting to compare to the
doses in the first group.

8.3. StartinQ TACTS.

TACT5 is started from the HABIT Main window by clicking the TACTS button.

TACT5 may also be started outside of HABIT (i.e., in stand-alone mode) by
typing T5 at the DOS prompt. If you start TACT5 in this way, you will be
working with the file names that would be used if you invoked TACTS by
pressing the button on the HABIT main window for TACT5 flow into filtered path
1.

8.4. The TACTS Release DesieM Form.

The TACT5 Release Design Form is shown in Figure 8.1. The figures for TACT5
show the way the screens appear when running DEM02. A label at the top of the
form tells the design currently being used. Generally, the user will enter a
design by starting with the Select Nuclides button and working downward
through the buttons in succession. The controls on this form are:

The Clear Values button is used to clear all values from the TACT5 input
and "start over with a clean sheet of paper."

The Edit Design button may be used to create a new design, to change the
design being used, to copy a design or to delete a design. See
instructions above on the use of the Design Edit Window.

When the Select Nuclides button is pressed, the Nuclide Selection Form
appears so that the user can select the nuclides that are used in the
TACT5 computation and the organs for which dose computations are done.
(See Nuclide Selection form.) This should be the first step of entering
data for TACT5.

NOTE: If any changes have been made to the data, the structure of the
data entry programs requires that the TACT5 data input file must be
saved before selecting nuclides. In this case the program automatically
asks if it is okay to save the changed data.

NOTE: TACT5 divides nuclides in to five groups: Halogens, Noble
Gasses, Solids, Sodiums, and Plutoniums. These groups appear in the
form for selecting nuclides, on the form for entering plant data, and on
the form for entering time dependent data. However, a group only
appears if at least one isotope from that group has been selected.
Isotope selections may be changed at any time during data entry or while
editing data in preparation for making a new calculation. However, care
should be taken when selecting isotopes from a group from which isotopes
were not previously selected or when de-selecting all of the isotopes in
a group. If the user changes the groups selected, a message will be
printed warning the user to check the plant parameters and the time
dependent parameters to be sure that they are still correct.

Labels below the Select Nuclides button show the name of the nuclide
selection file, the number of groups from which isotopes have been
selected, the number of physical forms being used (always 3, namely
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elemental, organic, and particulate), the number of organs for which
doses will be calculated, and the total number of isotopes selected.

When the Enter Node Design button is clicked the TACT5 Node Design Form
will appear. That form allows the user to enter the run title, and the
names and volumes for nodes in the design. (See TACTS Node Design
Form). Nodes must be designed before time dependent variables are
input. The run title, node names and node volumes may be changed after
time dependent variables have been entered, but the number of nodes must
NOT be changed.

The Enter Plant Parameters button causes the Plant Parameters Form (see
below) to appear. That form is used for entry of the plant power, the
elapsed time between reactor shutdown and the start of the release, for
core release fractions and plate out factors for each isotopic group,
and for isotopic form fractions by group and form.

The Enter Time Data button causes the forms for entering time dependent
variables to appear. See "Entering TACTS Time Dependent Data".

A label below the Enter Time Data button shows the number of time steps
that have been defined.

If any changes have been made to the other input data prior to pressing
enter Time Dependent Data, the structure of the data entry programs
requires that the TACT5 data input file must be saved before entering
time dependent data. In this case the program automatically asks if it
is okay to save the changed data.

The Time Steps for CONHAB and Stand Alone Time Steps option buttons are
used to determine the time steps used by TACT5. When Time Steps for
CONHAB is selected, TACT5 will write values to the ID --- TSA.CNX or
ID--- T5B.CNX file using time steps which are designed to give good
computational accuracy when used by CONHAB. (See chapter 13.) If you
intend to use the results of TACT5 in CONHAB then you must choose this
option to ensure good accuracy of the numbers computed by CONHAB. When
Stand Alone Time Steps is selected, TACT5 writes values at only those
times that have been entered in the time dependent data table. If you
will not be using TACT5 results in CONHAB, you can considerably reduce
the TACT5 execution time by selecting this option. The doses computed
by TACT5 will be identical regardless of the time step option selected.

The Save Design button causes the data to be written to a file. It can
be used at any time to save your work. If you change your data and then
click either Run TACT5 or Done, you will receive a warning that your
data has changed. The message will ask if you want to save your data.
If you click Yes, your data will be saved before the run is made or
before the program returns to the HABIT main window. If you click No,
the file will not be saved and all changes will be lost. If you click
Cancel, the Run or Done operation will be aborted.

The Run TACT5 button. Clicking this button causes TACT5 computations to
be done. Information will be written to the screen about the files
being used by TACT5 and about the progress of the computation. The user
can abort the computation by pressing <Ctrl>+C. A message will be
written to the screen indicating whether the computation was
successfully completed. After the computation is completed, the user
will be asked to press <Enter> to return to data entry for TACT5, press
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H to return the HABIT main window, or press X to exit HABIT (return to

DOS).

The Done button is used to return to the HABIT main window.

The Help button is used to obtain help. See Using Help for more
details.

8.5. The TACT5 Nuclide Selection Form.

The TACTS Nuclide Selection form is shown in Figure 8.2. When this form
appears, it reads the selected nuclide data base file (MLWRFGR.1I,
MLWRICRP.30, or MLWRICRP.02, depending on the user's choice. See section
1.10). These files contain nuclide data such as radioactive decay constants
and dose conversion factors. If a nuclide selection file already exists, then
that file is read to determine which organs and nuclides were selected in that
file. The nuclide selection file used by the TACT5 computational routine is
similar in format to the nuclide database file (e.g., MLWRFGR.11), but it only
contains data for the nuclides and organs that have been selected.

For nearly all applications you will want to skip the controls at the top of
this form. You will then begin by using the Organ and Nuclide Selection
buttons near the middle of the form.

Use of Buttons for Selecting Other Nuclide Data Bases.

As noted above, you will want to use the default nuclide database for almost
all computations. There may, however, be times when you want to make a
computation based on an older set of nuclide data. The main reason for doing
this would be to compare values with a previous computation based on one of
these older sets of values. Unless you have a need to do this type of
computation, you may skip the remainder of this section.

Instead of using nuclide data from Federal Guidance Reports 11 and 12, TACT5
can use data from the International Commission on Radiological Protection
(ICRP) reports of either 1959 or 1979. These are contained in the files

MLWRICRP.02 and MLWRICRP.30 respectively. TACT5 can also read data from
another file of the user's choice, provided that the file is in the proper
format.

In order to use another nuclide data base, first click the option button for
MLWRFGR.1l , MLWRICRP.02, MLWRICRP.30, or Other. Then click the Load Nuclide
Database button. If you have selected "Other" you will be asked for the name
of the file to.use. The requested data file will be read and its name will
appear in the label under the database selection buttons.

The Select Using File button (rarely used) is used to set the organ and
nuclide selections to be the same as they were for some other run. Organs and
nuclides may then be added or removed as desired.

The program can be easily used to make a comparison between doses based on two
or more of the nuclide database files. For instance, to compare values based
on MLWRFGR.II with those based on MLWRICRP.30, first make a run using
MLWRFGR.1I. Say that we call this run IDli-. Use the Edit Design and Copy
Design buttons to copy IDII- to ID30-. Click Select Nuclides from the TACT5
Main Window. On the Nuclide Selection window click MLWRICRP.30 and then
Select Using File using the file IDII-T5A.NUC. Click Done to close the Select
Nuclides window and then.Run TACTS to make the run ID30- based on MrLWRICRP.30.
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The Alpha Sort button. (Rarely used.) Normally TACT5 isotopes in each group
appear on the Isotope Selection form in order of ascending weight. If this
button is clicked the.isotopes will be sorted to appear in alphabetical order
by chemical symbol. A caution, once the nuclides have been sorted in
alphabetical orderl the only way to go back to ordering by molecular weight is
to "Save Nuclide Selections", Load Nuclide Database", and "Select Using File"
based on the selections just saved.

Making Organ and Nuclide Selections

TACTS can make dose calculations for up to six organs:

Whole Body
Skin
Thyroid
Lung
Bone
Liver

These organs are selected or de-selected by clicking on each of them. An X
appears to the left of all organs currently selected.

TACT5 divides nuclides into five groups. Buttons appear for each of these
groups:

Halogens
Noble Gasses
Solids
Sodiums
Plutoniums

When one of these buttons is clicked, an "Isotope Selection" form appears to
allow isotopes within this group to be selected or de-selected. See "Isotope
Selection" form. Two numbers are shown on each button to the right of-the
group name. The first of these numbers is the number of isotopes that have
been selected from this group. The second is the total number of isotopes in
this group. For example "Solids 3/91" means that 3 isotopes have been
selected out of a a total of 91 in the solids group.

A label under these buttons shows the total number of isotopes selected and
the total number of isotopes available.

The Save Nuclide Selections button may be used to write your nuclide
selections to a file. This may be useful to save your work as protection
against loss. If you have made changes and do not use this button, you will
be asked when you click the Done button if you want to save your nuclide data.

The Done button is used to indicate that you are done selecting nuclides. If
changes have been made in the nuclides selected, you will be asked if it is
okay to save the nuclide selection file. If you click "Yes", the file will be
saved. If you click "No", the file will not be saved and all changes will be
lost. If you click "Cancel" the nuclide selection form will remain visible.

If isotopes have been selected from groups from which isotopes were not
previously selected, or if no isotopes are now selected in a group that
previously had some selected, then a message will be printed warning you to
check input for Plant Design and Time Dependent Variables to be sure that they
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are still correct.

The Help button. See Using Help for more details.

8.6. The Isotope Selection Form.

This form (see Figure 8.3) appears when a group button is pressed on the
"Nuclide Selection" form. The name of the group is shown near the top of the
form and check boxes are shown for the isotopes in the group. X's appear in
the check boxes of all selected isotopes. Isotopes are selected or de-
selected by clicking the check boxes.

The All button causes all isotopes to be selected and the None button causes
all isotopes to be de-selected.

Once the desired isotopes have been selected, the Done button is used to close
the form.

A shortcut: You do not need to use the "Done" button on the "Isotope
Selection" form. You may use the mouse to click the button on the "Nuclide
Selection" form for another group. You may also click "Save Nuclide
Selection", "Done", or "Help" on the Nuclide Selection form without closing
the Isotope Selection form.

8.7. The TACTS Node Design Form.

The form can be seen in Figure 8.4.

The Run Title text box is used to enter the title for this TACTS run.

The Node Name text boxes are used to enter a name for each node in the
design. Use names that briefly describe the nodes. The names you enter
here will appear on the forms for entering time dependent data and also
in the TACT5 output. The program will not permit you to enter more than
eight characters for a node name.

The Node Volume value boxes are used to enter the volume of each node.
If you have entered a name for a node, you must also enter a value for
the volume of that node. Also, if you enter a name or volume for any
node, you must enter a volume for every node above it, i.e., for every
node having a smaller node number.

A label near the bottom of this form shows the number of nodes that are
currently designed. The number of defined nodes is the number of the
highest node for which a node name or a node volume has been entered.
To reduce the number of nodes defined, delete both the node name and the
node volume for the node with the highest node number (See "Deleting
Values").

The Done button is used when you are through entering node design data.
If you have reduced the number of nodes, you will receive a warning
message asking you to confirm that you intended to do so.

The Help button. See Using Help for more details.
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8.8. The TACT5 Plant Parameters Form.

The form can be seen in Figure 8.5.

The Power value box is used for the rated thermal power output of the
reactor in megawatts thermal.

The Elapsed Time value box is used for the elapsed time between reactor
shutdown and the start of the accident. If the accident occurs during
operation, enter 0 or leave the box blank.

The Core Release Fraction value boxes are used to enter the fraction of
the core of each isotopic group that is instantaneously released to the
containment.

The Plate Out Factor value boxes are used to enter the fraction of the
amount released that instantaneously plates out for each group.

The Isotopic Form value boxes are used to enter the enter the fraction
of the isotopic group in each of the three chemical forms used by TACT5,
namely elemental, organic, and particulate.

For example, if 95! of the iodine is released in elemental form, 4%! in
organic form and 1% in particulate form then the values 0.95, 0.04, and
0.01 would be entered here.

The Done button is used to indicate that all plant parameters have been
entered.

The Help button. See Using Help for more details.

8.9. Entering Time Dependent Data.

The TACT5 time dependent variables include parameters that may change with
time. These describe how radioactivity is released to the nodes, the rates of
exchange of air between the nodes, the removal of radioactivity from the
system (e.g., by filters and sprays), leakage of radioactivity to the outside
environment, and parameters related to individual exposure (i.e., breathing
rates and dilution factors, X/Q).

From the "TACT5 Release Design" window, click the "Enter Time Dependent Data"
button. Isotopes selections, plant parameters, and node parameters must be
entered before entering time dependent data. Isotopes selections, plant
parameters, and node parameters may be changed after entering time dependent
data; however, you should NOT change the groups from which isotopes have been
selected, and you should NOT change the number of nodes in the design.

Time dependent data is entered into TACT5 with the help of two forms. The
"TACT5 Time Dependent Variables" form appears first and is used to choose
which variables you want to enter. This form controls the behavior of the
"TACT5 Time Dependent Variable Input Form".

The "TACT5 Time Dependent Variable Input Form" is used to actually enter the
data and is similar to a spreadsheet. At any given time, one variable appears
on this form. Buttons on this form allow you to move through the variables.
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8.9.1. The TACT5 Time Dependent Variables Form.

This form (see Figure 8.6) is used to choose which TACT5 time dependent
variables you will enter. This form has a check box for each TACT5 time
dependent variable. X's appear next to each of the variables that will be
input.

If no time dependent variables have been entered, the check boxes for all of
the variables will be marked. Initial Activity will be marked for input as a
fraction and continuous activity release will be marked for input as fraction
per hour. Neither will be marked for input independent of isotopic group.

If time dependent data has been entered for this design, then boxes will be
marked only for those variables that have been entered.

Click on these boxes to toggle the X's on or off. (See "Use of Check Boxes").

Note that the X's on this form control the functioning of the TACTS Time
Dependent Variable Input Form, but do not directly alter the database. If you
remove an X from one of these boxes, that variable will not appear as you step
through the variables on the TACT5 Time Dependent Variable Input Form unless
the "Review All" option is checked. However, any existing values of the
variable are NOT deleted from the database.

The TACT5 time dependent variables are:

Initial Activity Distribution

This is used to tell how the activity is distributed for an instantaneous
release at the start of the accident.

Depending on which of two option boxes is checked, the initial activity
distribution can be specified as the Fraction of the core that is distributed
to each of the nodes or the number of Curies.

When the Independent of Isotopic Group check box is marked with an X, then the
initial activity will be assumed to be distributed in the same way for all of
the isotopic groups. If this box is not marked, values of initial activity
distribution will be requested for each isotopic group.

Continuous Activity Release

This is used to describe a release of activity that takes place over a period
of time rather than instantaneously.

Depending on which of two option boxes is checked, the continuous activity
release can be specified as the Fraction per hour of the core that is released
into each of the nodes or as the number of Curies per hour released into each
of the nodes.

When the Independent of Isotopic Group check box is marked with an X, then the
continuous activity release will be assumed to be distributed in the same way
for all of the isotopic groups. If this box is not marked, values of
continuous activity release will be requested for each isotopic group.
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Spray Removal Rate Coefficients

This allows the user to model the effect of containment sprays on nuclide
concentrations by entering removal rate coefficients in units of 1/hour.

As explained above, settling and deposition of iodine vapor may be modeled in
TACT5 by adding the removal rate (1/hour) for settling and deposition to the
removal rate for sprays and entering the sum here. In this case, it would be
more correct to refer to this variable as the "total removal rate coefficient"
rather than the "spray removal rate coefficient".

Spray removal coefficients may not be entered for noble gasses because they
not be removed by sprays.

Filtered Transfer Rates Between Nodes and Filter Efficiencies

The filtered transfer rates are the rates of air exchange from any node to the
environment and from any node to any other node. These exchange rates are
expressed in cubic feet per minute (CFM). Flows driven by fans would be
modeled using this parameter.

When this parameter is selected, values may also be entered for the filter
efficiencies associated with each of the transfers. A value of the filter
efficiency may be entered for each form (elemental, organic and particulate)
of each isotopic group except noble gasses. If there are no filters or if a
filter is not effective for a particular form of an isotopic group, then the
filter efficiency may be left blank.

Unfiltered Transfer Rates Between Nodes

This parameter is used for transfer that is not subject to filters. It is
similar to the filtered transfer except that the transfer rates entered for
this option are generally associated with convective flows and are in units of
percent per day.

A general rule for convective flow is that whenever two nodal volumes are in
contact with each other, twice the smaller nodal volume is exchanged between
the two nodes per hour. (See SRP section 6.5.2.)

Note that the total transfer between nodes is the sum of the filtered transfer
and the unfiltered transfer. It is NOT correct to specify a transfer rate
using the filtered transfer rate in CFM and then include the same rate again
as an unfiltered transfer rate in percent per day. That would have the effect
of doubling the transfer rate.

Dose Parameters

The travel time to receptor, leak rate of primary containment, dilution factor
(X/Q), and breathing rate are collectively referred to as dose parameters.
These are used in computing the doses at the receptor points.

TACT5 currently uses up to three receptor points. These are the exclusion
area boundary (EAB), the low population zone (LPZ) boundary, and an other
receptor of the user's choice.

It is useful to use the "other" receptor as the control room intake. Then the
dose produced by TACT5 may be used in the Murphy-Campe (reduction factor)
method to obtain an estimate of the dose inside the control room. This may
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provide a useful number for comparison with the control room dose estimate
produced by CONHAB. One may also compare the TACTS estimate of the dose
outside the control room with the CONHAB estimate of the dose inside the
control room to obtain a reduction factor for the control room design. An
example of this sort of comparison is given in the discussion of DEM02 in
Chapter 11.

NOTE: CONHAB uses the concentrations released to the outside atmosphere as
computed by TACTS and written in the file ID---T5A.CNX. CONHAB then uses its
own values for travel time and X/Q to get the concentration at the control
room air intake for subsequent CONHAB calculations. The travel times, leak
rate of primary containment, X/Q values, and breathing rates entered in TACT5
do NOT have any effect on dose estimates produced by CONHAB.

Travel Time to Receptor Points

This is the elapsed time between when activity is released to the environment
and when it arrives at each of the receptor points. This parameter is used to
account for radioactive decay en route to the receptor.

Leak Rate of Primary Containment

The leak rate of the primary containment is entered here in units of percent
per day. This parameter is used only in the computation of "unreduced dose".
See section 8.2.2 for an explanation of "unreduced doses". It does not effect
any of the "calculated dose" values and does not effect CONHAB dose estimates.

Dilution Factor, (X/Q)

Dilution factors (X/Q) in units of seconds per cubic meter must be entered for
each receptor point for which a dose estimate is desired.

Breathing Rate

A breathing rate in cubic meters per second must be entered for each receptor
point for which a dose estimate is desired.

Once you have marked the check boxes you are ready to begin entering the time
dependent values. Click the Enter Values button to make the TACT5 Time
Dependent Variable Input Form appear.

The Done button can be pressed to indicate that you are finished with input of
time dependent variables. If you have made any changes to the data, you will
be asked if it is okay to save the changes. The forms for inputting time
dependent variables will then disappear and control will return to the TACT5
Release Design form.

The Help button. See Using Help for more details.
8.9.2. The TACT5 Time Dependent Variable Input Form.

This form (see Figure 8.7) is used to actually enter the TACT5 time dependent
data. The top of this form tells which time dependent parameter is displayed.
One parameter is displayed at a time. The middle of the form is like a
spreadsheet for data entry. The bottom of the form has several command
buttons used to change which variable is displayed, insert and delete times,
and to indicate when input is complete.

As you use the buttons at the bottom of this form to move through the input
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variables, the name of the variable currently displayed will be highlighted on
the variable selection form as an aid to keeping track of where you are in the
data entry process.

8.9.2.A. Information at the Top of the TACT5 Time Dependent Variable Input
Form.

The top of the form shows the variable being displayed and the units for that
variable. Additional items, which may be shown depending on what is needed,
are the isotopic group, the form, and the node number and name from which flow
is going.

8.9.2.B. The Data Table at the Middle of the TACT5 Time Dependent Variable
Input Form.

This is a spreadsheet-like display of values for use in entering, reviewing
and editing values. Time steps are displayed down the left side of the table
and values are displayed in the remainder.

HINT: The simplest way to enter data is to use <Tab>, the arrow keys, or the
mouse to place the cursor in a cell of the table, type a value and then press
<Enter>. The cursor will then move to the next cell of the table. Then
proceed to type values using the <Enter> key after each. After all values for
a given variable have been entered, use the buttons at the bottom of the form
to display the next variable.

Time steps can be entered by simply typing the value for the time in the blank
cell at the bottom of the time column. The new time will automatically be
inserted in the correct place amid any existing time steps.

The <Enter>, <Shift>+<Enter>, <Tab>, <Shift>+<Tab>, <Up Arrow>, <Down Arrow>,
<Page Up>, and <Page down> keys can all be used to move around the data table.

NOTE: TACT5 assumes that values remain the same until a' change is indicated
by entering a new value. You, therefore, only need to enter values for a
parameter at those times when the value of that parameter changes.

8.9.2.C. The Buttons at the Bottom of the TACTS Time Dependent Variable Input
Form.

These buttons are used to change which variable is being displayed on the
form, to insert and delete times, and to indicate when you are done with entry
of time dependent variables.

The Review All check box near the lower right corner of the form has an
important function in determining which variables are displayed.

During normal data entry the Review All check box is NOT checked. In this
case the program will display only those variables that have been selected by
checking boxes on the TACT5 Time Dependent Variables form.
When the Review All check box is checked, the program will display all of the
variables for which at least one value has been entered. This is useful when
reviewing a design to confirm that all values have been correctly entered.
When Review All is checked, the selections made on the TACT5 Time Dependent
Variables form have no effect on which variables are displayed.

The First, Previous, Next, and Last buttons change which variable is
displayed.
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The Choose Input button switches to the TACT5 Time Dependent Variables form so
that the variables selected for input can be modified. Use the "Enter Values"
button on the TACTS Time Dependent Variables form to resume entering values.

The Delete Time button can be used to either delete a time step for all
variables or to delete the values of the current variable for a time step. To
use this button, use <Tab> or the mouse to place the cursor on the time box or
one of the values boxes for the time step to be deleted. Then click Delete
Time. A window will then appear asking you to click YES to delete values for
all values for all variables, to click NO to delete values from this screen
only, or to click Cancel. If Yes is pressed the time step itself will also be
deleted.

The Insert Time button. New times may be entered into the data by using this
button or by simply typing the new time into the empty time value box at the
bottom of the time column. In either case, the new time will be inserted at
the correct location in the sequence of existing times.

The Delete All button causes all time steps and time dependent data to be
deleted from the data base. To guard against accidental loss of data, a
warning message is displayed before proceeding.

The Save Design button can be used at any time to save your changes. It is a
good idea to periodically save your changes to avoid losing your work,
however, when you click the done button, you will be asked whether it is okay
to save your changes.

The Done button is used after all time dependent variables have been entered

to return to the TACT5 Design form.

The Help button. See Using Help for more details.

8.10. Forms for TACT5 Data Entry.

TACT5 does not readily lend itself to the use of standardized forms for data
entry. It is suggested that you use the following steps when gathering data
for use by TACTS.

Make a diagram showing the nodes that are needed for this design. You will
need to supply a name and volume for each node. Determine values for the time
dependent parameters. Determine which nodes receive an initial activity and
which nodes receive continuous activity release. Sketch the various flows
which take place between nodes and from nodes to the environment. Determine
whether these flows fit the descriptions given above for filtered (forced)
flows or unfiltered (convective) flows and determine flow rates. Determine
any needed filter efficiencies. Determine travel times to the receptor
points, X/Q values, and breathing rates for the receptor points, as needed.
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Figure 8.1: The TACT5 Release Design Form.



Figure 8.2: The TACTS Nuclide Selection Form.



Figure 8.3: The TACT5 Isotope Selection Form.
The form for halogens is shown.
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Figure 8.4: The TACT5 Node Design Form.
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Figure 8.5: The TACTS Plant Parameter Form.



Figure 8.6: The TACT5 Time Dependent Variables Form.



Figure 8.7: The TACT5 Time Dependent Variable Input Form.
Shown for Initial Activity (fraction), Halogens.
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9. FPFP_2:
A CODE FOR FOLLOWING

AIRBORNE FISSION PRODUCTS IN
GENERIC NUCLEAR PLANT FLOW PATHS.

This program was described by Owcarski, et al. (1991). Several of the
following sections on FPFP 2 have been taken from Owcarski, et al. (1991). In
some cases they have been taken verbatim, in others they have been edited or
rewritten to conform to the new version of FPFP 2. The data input sections of
the FPFP_2 code and the associated text have been completely revised.

9.1. General Description of FPFP 2.

FPFP_2 is designed to compute the movement of radioactive fission products
flowing through a plant along a single linear flow path. The concentration of
fission products along the path is computed in units of fraction of the core
per cubic foot.

9.2. The Technical Basis for FPFP 2.

Figure 9.1 is a schematic representation of the flow path used by FPFP_2. The
figures for FPFP_2 show the way the screens appear when running DEMO3. The
path consists of a sequence of spaces and nodes. The spaces, which represent
elements of the plant, can be one of five types: a room, a duct, a filter, a
resistance, or the end of the flow path. These differ in the assumptions made
about the physical processes that are important within them. Between each
pair of spaces is a node. The nodes serve to transfer air from one space to
the next and allow for possible introduction of uncontaminated air into the
flow at the node and for possible leakage of contaminated air from the node
out of the flow path.

Fission products from the core are introduced into the first space of the flow
path either as a puff injected at time t=0 (in which case the first space must
be a room), or as continuous flow of activity into the first space.

A description of the physical processes assumed to take place in each type of
space follows. Table 9.1 summarizes the physical processes used by FPFP_2 for
each of these types of spaces.

9.2.1. Rooms.

FPFP 2 assumes that the gasses entering a room become well mixed with the air
in the room and that gasses leave the room at the well-mixed concentration.
Rooms not only dilute the incoming gasses, they can remove iodine by surface
deposition, particles by gravitational settling, and particles by liquid
sprays. Spray washout of iodine is not modeled here.

9.2.2. Ducts.

A duct is a flow path component where gasses enter at one end of a long
constant cross-section system and proceed to an exit. There might be
situations where it is difficult to decide whether a component is a room or a
duct. Situations where a duct has many turns or cross section changes will
require engineering judgment to arrive at an equivalent constant cross-section
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duct.

FPFP 2 assumes that plug flow exists in a duct. This assumption precludes any
diffusion in the flow direction and simplifies the FPFP_2 program. Iodine and
particles are allowed to deposit on all surfaces and upward-facing surfaces,
respectively. Turbulent diffusion, diffusiophoresis, thermophoresis, and
Brownian diffusion of particles are not modeled in FPFP_2.

9.2.3. Filters.

Filters remove a fraction of the radioactive material passing though them.
The user must supply the appropriate filter efficiencies for halogens and
solids. Noble gasses are not effectively removed by filters. FPFP 2 assumes
that filters have negligibly small volume and therefore do-not dilute the
gasses flowing through them.

9.2.4. Resistances.

A flow resistance is a convenience for adjusting the flow rates between two
nodes. Flow resistances have negligible volume. They have no removal or
dilution. They simply transmit the flow from one node to the next with no
change in concentration.

9.2.5. End of Flow Path.

This is not really a space type at all. It is simply used to denote the end
of the flow path. Concentrations of air arriving at the end of the flow path
are written to the file ID---FPA.CNX or ID-- -FPB.CNX for use in CONHAB.
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Table 9.1: Physical Processes Modeled in FPFP_2.

Space Type: Room

Surface Settling Mixing Spray
Deposition Removal

Halogen Yes No Yes No

Noble Gasses No No Yes No

Solids No Yes Yes Yes

Space Type: Duct

Surface Settling
Deposition

Halogen Yes No

Noble Gasses No No

Solids No Yes

Space Type: Filter

Filtration

Halogen Yes

Noble Gasses No

Solids Yes
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9.3. Fission Product Surface Deposition, Settling, and Mixing.

All fission products that can be removed by natural deposition processes are
either vapor molecules or fine particles. Organic iodines are considered to
be inert gasses (like noble gasses), except when they pass through certain
absorbers. Iodine vapors (as HI or 12) are treated as though they were all
12. Therefore, any exposed surface will be considered as a deposition surface
for 12. Since most well-aged accident aerosol particles are greater than 0.1
micron diameter (Gieske, et al., 1984; Denning, et al., 1986) and since
accident flow rates leading to control rooms are anticipated to be close to
normal duct flow values (i.e., slow), only gravity settling is considered as a
removal mechanism apart from filtration.

If a user would like to consider high flow-rate turbulent deposition, that
mechanism could be easily added to the code. Diffusiophoretic and
thermophoretic deposition mechanisms could be added, but these would require
supporting heat transfer and condensation analyses as well.

9.3.1. Surface Deposition and Mixing of Iodine Vapor.

The "Halogens" group in FPFP 2 is used to model iodine vapor. Iodine vapor
reaches deposition surfaces through diffusion through a boundary layer. The
deposition velocity, k (ft/min), is obtained from correlations for heat
transfer coefficients using the Chilton-Colburn analogy for mass transfer
coefficients (Bird, Stewart, and Lightfoot, 1960). The Sherwood number (Sh)
becomes a function of the Schmidt number (Sc), the Reynolds number (Re), and
the friction factor (f):

Sh = Scl/3Re f/2.

For turbulent duct flow,

f = 0.0791 Re-/4.

Other definitions are

Sh = kd/D,

Sc = P/rD,

Re = rdv/p,

d = 4 Rh,

Rh = the hydraulic radius,

D = iodine diffussivity,

r = air density,

v = air velocity,

= air viscosity.
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Because the above relationships do not account for surface roughness and bends
in ducts, k values will be conservatively low. Values for k will also be
conservative when these equations are used to estimate k in rooms. After
introducing the deposition velocity for mass transfer, we now examine how it
is used.

The differential equation for fission product concentration (c) in a well-

mixed room is

V (dc/dt) = Fici - (F 0 + kA) c

where

V = room volume,

Fi = inlet flow rate,

ci = inlet concentration,

FO = outlet flow rate,

A = room surface area.

Note that F. and F , like other flow rates in FPFP_2, are in actual cubic feet
per minute (ACFM).°

The partial differential equation for concentration in a duct along the x
(flow) direction (neglecting diffusion) is

6c/bt = -v 6c/bx - kPc/Ax,
where

v = air velocity,

Ax = cross-sectional area,

P = perimeter of A.-

The above two differential equations are solved using a series of time steps
over the duration of the transient accident. The noble gasses and organic
iodines follow the same equations except that k=0.

The equations above assume that the iodine vapor finds a deposition surface
that readily adsorbs the iodine without reentrainment. Therefore, iodine
deposition calculated by FPFP 2 is a upper-bound value. This ideal situation
is probably realistic for clean metallic and painted surfaces. However,
certain materials can become saturated and reentrain iodine in the presence of
lower iodine concentrations than the maximum observed during the accident
This reentrainment behavior is material-specific and cannot be easily
generalized. The user of FPFP 2 should be aware that iodine can significantly
reentrain in the days following deposition. [See Unrein, et al. (1985) and
Widner, etgl _. 1985) for specific data where iodine reentrainment rates as
high as 10 s have been observed.] The user should not include surfaces in
the area A for iodine deposition that cannot absorb iodine.
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9.3.2. Settling and Spray Removal of Particles.

The "Solids" group in FPFP 2 is used to model particles. Particles can
deposit on surfaces by a number of mechanisms. These are Brownian diffusion,
gravity settling, electrophoresis, thermophoresis, diffusiophoresis, turbulent
deposition, inertial impaction, and interception. For typical well-aged
nuclear-accident-generated aerosols, with little water vapor present in the
gas (i.e., no condensation on walls or particles), with small gas-to-wall
temperature gradients, and with velocities that are not excessive,
gravitational settling becomes the dominant deposition mechanism. FPFP 2 uses
gravitational settling as the only particle deposition mechanism, and because
the aerosols are well aged, particle agglomeration is ignored.

The differential equations in the previous section hold for particle settling
with the following changes: k becomes the particle settling velocity, A
becomes the area of the floor, and P becomes the duct width.

The equations for deposition velocities have been established in other
documents (Owcarski, Schrenk, and Winegardner 1985). These velocities are a
strong function of particle diameter and a less strong function of particle
density. FPFP_2 represents the nuclear aerosol at its source as having an
aerodynamic mass median diameter (AMMD) of 1 micron with a geometric standard
deviation of 2. The aerosol particles are distributed into bins of five
discrete particle sizes. FPFP 2 allows the user to apply a multiplier to the
AMMD value. The particle size distribution above is typical of well-aged
aerosols found by calculation in severe reactor accident analysis (Gieseke, et
al., 1984; Denning, et al., 1986).

Reentrainment of particles is not considered in the models. The phenomenon is
not important at the flow rate expected. A user could add models for this, if
necessary. A reference for reentrainment is Ayer, et al. (1988).

The treatment of sprays in FPFP_2 has been changed since the version described
by Owcarski, et al. (1991).

The current version uses an equation for spray removal coefficients that was
developed by Powers, et al. (1993, p. 172) to give a good representation of
existing spray systems. The values used are those for m -0.9 without
correction to other values of mf. Powers, et al. suggest that this value is
adequate for many uses.

The equation used is

L = exp( 6.83707
+ 1.0074 In( )
- 4.1731e-3 q h
- 1.2478 q
- 2.4045e-5 hh
+ 9.006e-8 q 2 ),
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where
L = the spray removal coefficient (1/hour)

q = the spray water flux (cm2 /s)

= 0.06790 S/A

h = the spray height (feet)

S = the spray flow rate (gallons/min)

A = the floor area of the containment (ft 2 ).

9.4. Starting FPFP 2.

FPFP_2 is started from the HABIT Main window by clicking the FPFP_2 button.

FPFP_2 may also be started outside of HABIT (i.e., in stand-alone mode) by
typing FP at the DOS prompt. If you start FPFP 2 in this way, you will be
working with the file names that would be used if you invoked FPFP_2 by
pressing the button on the HABIT main window for FPFP_2 flow into unfiltered
path 1.

9.5. The FPFP 2 Release Design Form.

The FPFP 2 Release Design form is shown in Figure 9.2. A label at the top of
the form-tells the design currently being used. The controls on this form
are:

The Clear Values button is used to clear all values from the FPFP_2
input and "start over with a clean sheet of paper."

The Edit Design button may be used to create a new design, to change the
design being used, to copy a design or to delete a design. See
instructions above on the use of the Design Edit Window.

The Run Title text box is used for the title of this run.

The Particle Diameter Multiplier value box. This is the aerodynamic
mass median diameter (AMMD) expressed in microns to be used for
particles in FPFP 2. As explained in the section on the treatment of
particles, a good value for well-aged aerosols is 1.0.

The Design Spaces button causes the FPFP 2 Space Design Form to appear
so that parameters for spaces in the flow path can be specified. Note,
all spaces of the flow design should be entered before entering the flow
parameters.

The Set Flow Rates button causes the FPFP_2 Flow Design Form to appear
so that flow parameters can be specified.

The Save Design button causes the data to be written to a file. It can
be used at any time to save your work. If you change your data and then
click either Run FPFP 2 or Done you will receive a warning that your
data has changed. The message will ask if you want to save your data.
If you click Yes, your data will be saved before the run is made or
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before the program returns to the HABIT main window. If you click No,
the file will not be saved and all changes will be lost. If you click
Cancel, the Run or Done operation will be aborted.

The Run FPFP 2 button. Clicking this button causes FPFP 2 computations
to be done. Information will be written to the screen about the files
being used by FPFP 2 and about the progress of the computation. The
user can abort the computation by pressing <Ctrl>+C. A message will be
written to the screen indicating whether the computation was
successfully completed. After the computation is completed the user
will be asked to press <Enter> to return to data entry for FPFP_2, press
H to return the HABIT main window, or press X to exit HABIT (return to
DOS).

The Done button is used to return to the HABIT main window.

The Help button is used to obtain help. See Using Help for more
details.

9.6. FPFP 2 Space DesiQn Form.

This form is used to specify the parameters for the various spaces that
comprise the flow path. The spaces should be designed before the flows. As
seen in Figures 9.3, 9.4, 9.5, and 9.6, the appearance of space design form
depends on the type of the space.

The Space Number value box shows the number of the space being designed.
Entering a value in this box and pressing <Enter> or <Tab> changes the
space being displayed.

The Space + button changes to the next space in the design.

The Space - button changes to the previous space in the design.

The End Space label shows the number of the space that is the current
end of the design.

The Space Type Selection option buttons are used to select the type of
space. Choices are Room, Duct, Filter, and Resistance. When the space
type is changed, the items shown on the remainder of the Space Design
Form change to show those parameters that are needed for each type
space.

Note that a resistance simply transports the flow without change in
concentrations. No parameters are needed for a resistance. The main
use for a resistance in a design is to join two nodes without otherwise
effecting the concentrations. I.e., the concentrations in the flow path
are changed by inflow and outflow at the nodes on either side of the a
resistance, but not by the resistance itself.

The End space is not really a space at all, but is used to denote the
end of the flow path. Setting the type of a space to "End" truncates
the flow path by discarding spaces beyond that point.

The Dimensions frame has value boxes for Height, Width, Length of the
rooms and ducts. These numbers should be the values of an equivalent
right parallelepiped. For example, Owcarski, et al. (1991) suggests 2
that a round duct of length L, volume, V, and radius r, where V = irr
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b2 represented ýy a duct of length, L, volume V, and flow cross section,
1 such that 14 rr .

The Puff release at Time = 0 frame appears only for space one and then
only if it is a room. When the Yes option button is selected, it
indicates that a puff of activity is released into space I at time 0.
When the Yes option is selected, values can be entered for puff
concentrations of 3 Halogens, Noble Gasses, and Solids
(core fraction/ft ).

The Active Sprays frame appears for rooms. The Yes and No option
buttons indicate whether the room has active sprays. When the Yes
button is chosen, values can be entered for Time On (min), Time Off
(min), Spray Height (ft), and Flow Rate (GPM) of the sprays.

NOTE: It is important to be sure to enter the spray time on and spray
time off as time steps on the flow design form.

The Duct Angle frame allows entry of the angle of a duct in degrees from
horizontal.

The Filter Efficiencies frame appears only for filters and allows entry
of filter efficiencies for Halogens and Solids in percent.

The Natural Deposition frame appears for rooms and ducts. The On, Off,
and Enter Lambdas options in this frame determine the way that surface
deposition and particle settling are handled in a space. When On is
selected, surface deposition and particle settling are calculated
according to Table 9.1 using the equations given in section 9.3. When
Off is selected, the calculation will be done assuming that there is no
surface deposition and no particle settling in this space. When Enter
Lambdas is selected, the user can enter values for removal rates
(lambdas) of Halogens and Solids (fraction per hour).

The Help button. See Using Help for more details.

The Done button.

9.7. FPFP 2 Flow Desiqn Form.

This form is a schematic representation of the flow path. Spaces must be
designed before using this form. The exact layout of the form depends on
whether it is currently showing the first space of the flow path, the middle
of the flow path or the end. Examples of the form for these three cases are
shown in Figures 9.7, 9.8, and 9.9.

HINT: The simplest way to use this form is to step through the form entering
values and pressing <Enter>. The cursor will move to the next value box along
the flow path. When the right side of the form is reached, the form will be
redrawn to show the next part of the flow path. When the end of the flow path
is reached, the form will be redrawn for the first space of the flow path and
the next time step. One may then continue entering values for that time step.

The items across the top of this form determine the node number and the time
step being displayed on the form. The middle of the form graphically shows
the flows associated with the currently displayed nodes and spaces. The
bottom of the form contains buttons for further manipulation of the data and
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the help and done buttons.

All flow rates within FPFP 2 are in units of actual cubic feet per minute
(ACFM). This is the flow rate using the actual pressure and temperature of
the flow, not corrected to standard conditions.

The items at the top of the form are:

The Node number value box shows the number of the node currently being
displayed and can be used to change to another node.

The Node + button moves the display to the next node.

The Node - button moves the display to the previous node.

The Step value box shows the step number of the time currently being
displayed on the form and may be used to change to another time step.

The Step + button moves the display to the next time step.

The Step - button moves the display to the previous time step.

The Time (min) drop down list box is used to enter the time of the
current step. To add a new time to the flow data, simply type the time
in the box for this list. The time entered will then be inserted into
the list of times. You can then either enter flow data for that time or
you can enter additional times.

You must enter values for all times at which any flow parameter changes.
The last time you enter will be the ending time for FPFP_2 computations.
You do not need to enter any flow values for the last time you enter.
You may also enter times at which you want FPFP_2 to write output. If
space 1 contains active sprays, be sure to enter the spray time on and
the spray time off as time steps.

You can also use the time drop down list to change the time for which
flow data is shown.

The Del Time button deletes all flow data for the time currently shown.

The Last time defined label shows the step number and time of the last
time that has been defined so far.

A label near the upper right of the form reminds the user that All flow
rates are ACFM .

The layout of items across the middle of the form, which shows the flow
parameters, depends on the node number being shown. Arrows represent
direction of air flow and boxes surrounded by these arrows are value boxes for
flow rates. The flows on this form proceed from the left to the right and
from the bottom to the top.

If any step other than the first is displayed, then blue-gray labels appear
below each value box showing the value of the parameter at the previous time
step.

WARNING: Values must be entered for all parameters in the flow path. Any
value not entered will be assumed to be zero. FPFP_2 does NOT assume that
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parameters continue to have the same values from the previous time. It is the
responsibility of the user to be sure that all values have been entered. The
Find Blank Value Button (see below) may be used to review a design to be sure
that all values have been entered. The Use Previous button (see below) can
also be used as an aid in entering values.

The items that may appear on this part of the form are:

The Continuous Source Inflow Concentration frame, which appears only
when node 1 is being displayed. It contains value boxes for entering
inflow concentrations of Noble gasses, Halogens, and Solids in
core fraction/ft .

Immediately to the right of the Inflow Concentrations frame is a value
box for the flow rate into space 1.

The Space N frame shows the type of frame and has value boxes for
Downstream Temperature (C) and Downstream Pressure (PSIG).

The temperature and pressure should be the values for the air leaving
the space. These are used to calculate gas transport coefficients.

The Balance Space Flows button appears at the top of the space frame.
It can be used to set the flow out of the space equal to the flow into
the space. The rules used for the balance space flows button are:

1. If only the flow into space N has been specified, then that
value is transferred to the flow out of space N value box.

2. If only the flow out of space N has been specified, then that
value is transferred to the flow into space N value box.

3. If both the flow into space N and the flow out of space N have
been specified, then the values are checked to see if they are
equal. If they are not equal, a message is printed.

To the right of the space N frame and to the left of the node N+l frame
is the value box for Flow from space N to node N+l.

Below the node N+1 frame is a value box for flow from the environment
into node N+1 (Flow from outside to Node N+1 value box).

Above the node N+l frame is a value box for flow from node N+l to the
environment (Flow from Node N+l to outside value box).

The value box for Flow from Node N+l to Space N+l is located to the
right of the node N+l node frame and to the left of the frame for space
N+l.

The Balance Node Flows button is located within the node frame. This
button is used to make sure that the flows specified at the node are in
balance. The following rules apply when this button is clicked:
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1. If only the flow from the previous space into the node is
specified, this value is transferred to the box for flow out of
the node into the following space.

2. If only the flow out of the node into the following space is
specified, this value is transferred to the box for flow from the
previous space into the node.

3. If any two of the flows surrounding the node are specified,
then the other two flows are given the values needed to balance
the flows into and out of the node subject to the condition that
none of the flows will be given a negative value.

4. If all four of the values have been entered, then they are
checked for balance. A message is printed if they are not in
balance.

NOTE: The balance node button is provided as a convenience in entering
and checking the flows at a node, but it is the responsibility of the
user to be sure that any flow rates produced by the button are
appropriate.

NOTE: The FPFP_2 computational code uses the value for flow from space
N to node N+l, the value for flow from the outside into node N+1, and
the value for flow from node N+1 to space N+1. The value for flow from
node N+1 to the outside is not used.

The buttons at the bottom of the form are:

The Find Blank Value button moves forward to the next blank (unentered)
value in the design. This may be used to check to see that all values
have been entered for all flow parameters.

The Show/Hide Previous value button turns on/off display of previous
values.

The Use Previous button allows the user to insert values from the
previous time step into the design. The user will be given the choice
of using all values from the previous time step or of using values from
the previous time step only for those values that have not been entered
for this time step.

The Done button is used to indicate that the user is through entering

flow data.

The Help button. See Using Help for more details.

9.8. Forms for FPFP 2 Data Entry.

FPFP 2 does not readily lend itself to the use of standardized forms for data
entry. It is suggested that you use the following steps when gathering data
for use by FPFP 2.

First make a schematic diagram of the flow path. Identify the type of each
space. Table 9.2 shows the data needed for each type space.

Make. a copy of your diagram for each time stgp. Add numbers as needed for
inflow concentrations (core fractions per ft ), for the flow rates between
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spaces and nodes, and for the flow rates from the environment into the nodes
and from the nodes out to the environment. Also, include the pressures and
temperatures of each space which is a room or a duct.

Table 9.2 Data Needed for FPFP_2 Spaces.

Room

Dimensions (feet): Length, width, height

Puff Release at Time=O: Yes/No 3
Concentrations (core fractions/ ft

Halogens, Nobles, Solids

Active Sprays: Yes/No
Spray time on (min)
Spray time off (min)
Spray height (feet)
Flow Rate (GPM)
(If yes is selected.)

Natural Deposition: On/Off/Enter Lambdas
Lambdas for Halogens and Solids (i/hr)
(If enter lambdas is selected.)

Duct

Dimensions (feet): height, length, width

Duct Angle (deg)

Natural Deposition: On/Off/Enter Lambdas
Lambdas for Halogens and Solids (1/hr)
(If enter lambdas is selected.)

Filter

Filter efficiencies (percent)
Halogens, Solids

Resistance

No parameters required.
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Figure 9.1: A Schematic Diagram of the Flow Used in FPFP 2.
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Figure 9.2: The FPFP_2 Release Design Form.



Figure 9.3: The FPFP_2 Space Design Form as it Appears for a Room.



Figure 9.4: The FPFP_2 Space Design Form as it Appears for a Duct.
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Figure 9.5: The FPFP_2 Space Design Form as it Appears for a Filter.
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Figure 9.6: The FPFP 2 Space Design Form
as it Appears for a Resistance.
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Figure 9.7: The FPFP_2 Flow Design Form as it Appears for Node 1.
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Figure 9.8: The FPFP_2 Flow Design Form as it Appears for Node 2.
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10. THE CONHAB COMPUTER CODE

The CONHAB program is described by Gilpin (1990). Several sections of the
text that follows have been taken from that reference or are heavily based
upon it.

10.1. General Description of CONHAB.

The transport of radioactivity to the control room boundary can occur either
through the plant or through the atmosphere from the point of release to the
point of entry into the control room boundary. An example of flow through the
plant would be flow from the containment through rooms, ducts, and
penetrations into the control room. Examples of flow through the atmosphere
would be releases through containment leakage or stack flows with subsequent
transport to the control room air intakes.

The FPFP 2 code is used to determine concentrations reaching the control room
boundary-by way of paths through the plant. The TACTS code is used to
calculate transport of radionuclides up to the point of release to the
atmosphere. CONHAB performs a dispersion calculation to determine the
resulting concentrations at the air intakes.

Most existing control room habitability systems can be modeled as a
combination of one or more of the following systems:

1. Control room pressurization by filtered outside air can be used to reduce
ingress of contaminated air.

2. The control room air can be recirculated through filters to remove
contamination already in the control room volume.

3. Multiple widely-separated intakes can be monitored, and air from the least
contaminated used to ventilate the control room.

4. Compressed air can be used to either pressurize the control room, or
through breathing masks, supply uncontaminated air to the occupants.

5. The control room can be sealed to minimize the entrance of contaminants.

A system using any combination of these measures can be modeled using the
schematic diagram for CONHAB shown in .Figure 10.1. Filtered inflow path 1 and
filtered inflow path 2 are used for intakes of atmospheric air and the
concentrations arriving at the entrances to these two paths are obtained using
values calculated by TACT5.

Unfiltered inflow path 1 and unfiltered inflow path 2 are used for flow paths
through the plant. These inflow concentrations are computed using FPFP 2.
Although these are labeled as unfiltered inflow paths, filters at the inflow
points can be modeled by simply including them as the last elements .in the
FPFP_2 flow paths.
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10.2. Theoretical Basis for CONHAB.

The assumptions in CONHAB are really quite simple. Activity is added to the
control room through any of the four contaminated inflow paths. Activity is
removed by the outflow of contaminated air, by the recirculating filter, and
by radioactive decay. The air within the control room is assumed to be well
mixed. The formation of daughter isotopes is included. Iodine vapor
deposition on the surfaces of the control room and particle settling are NOT
included in the model.

Let A(t) represent the activity of a particular nuclide (in Curies) at time t
in the control room. The rate of change of activity for this nuclide can then
can then be written as

dA(t)/dt = (rate of nuclide entering)
(rate of nuclide leaving).

Referring to Figure 10 31, let C. represent the concentration (Ci/m3 ) at inflow
i, F• the flow rate (m Is) from inflow i into the room, and N. the filter
efficiency for filter i for the nuclide in question. These symbols are shown
in Figure 10.1. The rate of activity entering the control room from the plant
and environment then becomes:

Rin = CI FI+C2 F 2 +C3 F3 (i-N 3 )+C 4 F4 (I-N 4 ) (I-N 5 ).

By conservation of mass the rate of air flow out of the control room is given
by

Fout = F1 +F2 +F3 +F4 +F 6 .

The rate of activity leaving the control room is then

Rout = Fout (A(t)/V) +F5 N5 A(t)/V,

where V is the volume of the control room (m3) and the second term is removal
by the recirculating filter.

The differential equation for the time rate of change of activity then

becomes:

dA(t)/dt = Rin - A(t) (Fout+F5 N5 )/V.

This equation can be readily solved over time intervals for which the inflow
concentrations, flow rates, and filter efficiencies are constants.

A(t) = A(t 0 ) K - Ainf(I-K),

where

K = exp(-(t-t 0) (Fout+F5 N5)/V),

Ainf = RinV /(Fout+F 5 N5 ),

and where A(t 0 ) is the activity at the start of the time step.
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The activity is also reduced to account for the effects of radioactive decay
and activity is added to account for formation of radioactive daughters during
the time step.

The concentration in the control room at any given time is found from
C(t) = A(t) / V.

The CONHAB code uses the above equations for each computational time step.
The length of each time step is determined by the restriction that the inflow
concentrations, flow rates, and filter efficiencies do not change during the
time step. A further limitation is imposed to insure that the time steps are
short enough to produce good computational accuracy. The details of how time
steps are chosen are explained in chapter 13.

The concentrations at the intakes are not in fact constants, but are
continuously varying functions of time. Nonetheless, the above equations can
be used with good results because the versions of TACT5 and FPFP 2 used in
HABIT write their results for time intervals that are short enough so that the
inflow concentrations do not change very much during the time step.

The dose rate to a person in the control room is obtained by multiplying the
concentration in the control room by a dose conversion factor, and the
breathing rate for doses other than whole body or skin.

The dose rate is further reduced to account for the occupancy factor (i.e.,
what fraction of the 30 day period a person remains in the control room). The
whole body dose is fio reduced by a geometry factor taken frgm Murphy-Campe
(1974) as 11733 V where the control room volume is in ft . (CONHAB
converts to ft internally.) This factor is an attempt to correct for the
fact that the control room volume is a finite rather than the semi-infinite
cloud of gamma emitters upon which the dose conversion factors are based.

The contribution of this time step to the cumulative dose is obtained by
integrating the dose rate over the time step using the dose rate at the
beginning of the time step and at the end of the time step in the trapezoid
rule.

Note that the following improvements have been made in the computational
algorithm compared to the version of CONHAB used by Gilpin (1990):

Radioactive decay and daughter formation are now included within the
time step rather than after it. This means that the calculated
concentrations now more closely correspond to the actual concentrations
at the ends of the time steps and that the effects of decay during the
time step are included in the dose computations. The Gilpin (1990)
version also had the possibility of producing inaccurate results if too
long time steps were taken. The current version automatically chooses a
time step suitable for good computational accuracy.

10.2.1. Treatment of Isotopes and Forms within CONHAB.

CONHAB computes control room concentrations for three chemical forms of each
of the isotopes in the nuclide data file (FGR.II, ICRP.30, or ICRP.02,
depending on the user's choice. See section 1.10). The three chemical forms
that are considered are elemental, organic, and particulate.

Each of the isotopes is considered to be a member of one of the five isotopic
groups: halogens, noble gasses, solids, sodiums, and plutoniums.
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It is important to understand this division by isotopic group and chemical
form because it effects how CONHAB treats concentrations flowing into the
control room based on TACT5 and FPFP 2 computations. The effectiveness of the
control room filters is also specified based on this division. Understanding
how CONHAB assumes that each of these groups and forms behaves can also
provide insight into what measures may be effective in reducing the doses
computed by CONHAB. For instance if examination of the of the REM per hour
tables in the file ID--- CB.CNX indicate that particulates are contributing a
significant fraction of the total dose rate, then more effective filters may
be helpful. However, filters will not have any effect towards reducing the
part of the dose rate that comes from noble gasses.

10.2.2. Treatment of Unfiltered Inflows from FPFP 2.

FPFP_2 produces inflow concentrations of core fraction per cubic foot for
noble gasses, halogens, and solids. CONHAB converts this into Ci/ft3 of each
isotope using data of Ci/MWt found in the nuclide data base file (see section
1.10). The activity is divided into the 3 physical forms according to the
group fractions entered on the CONHAB Plant Parameters form.

10.2.3. Treatment of Filtered Inflows from TACTS.

TACT5 produces the files ID-- -TSA.CNX, and ID --- TSB.CNX containing the values
of the rate of activity release (Ci/sec) to the atmosphere of each form
(elemental, organic, and particulate) of each isotope.

CONHAB can compute dilution factors, X/Q, based on values of meteorological
parameters. The equations for X/Q, which are the same as those used in
EXTRAN, include the effects of nearby building wakes. See the section on
EXTRAN. These values of X/Q are for the dilution of activity released by the
situation modeled in TACTS when it arrives at the intake to filtered path 1 or
2. The TACT5 activity release rates are multiplied by the dilution factors
(X/Q) computed by CONHAB to obtain concentrations at the inflows to filtered
paths 1 and 2.

10.2.4. How Filters are Assumed to Work within CONHAB.

The CONHAB input includes filter efficiencies for each of the three chemical
forms: elemental, organic, and particulate. The "Elemental" filter efficiency
is used for the elemental form of isotopes in the halogens group. The
"Organic" filter efficiency is used for the organic form of isotopes in the
halogens group. The "Particulate" filter efficiency is used for the
particulate form of isotopes in the halogens group and for all three chemical
forms of isotopes in the sodiums, solids, and plutoniums groups. Noble gasses
are not effectively removed by filters.
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10.2.5. Atmospheric Diffusion used by CONHAB.

The user may enter values for meteorological parameters and have CONHAB
compute values for dilution factors (X/Q). Alternately, the user may enter
X/Q values directly. If meteorological values are entered, X/Q are wake
diffusion coefficients computed using equations derived by Ramsdell following
an analysis of data from building-wake diffusion experiments (Ramsdell 1995).
Ramsdell (1988, 1990a,b, 1995) present derivations of the equations for the
wake diffusion coefficients.

10.3. CONHAB Compared with the Murohy-Campe Method.

CONHAB is a more detailed and more realistic simulation of the evolution of
concentrations within the control room. The Murphy-Campe method is based on
the long-time control room concentrations. CONHAB takes account of the fact
that the control room air starts out clean and requires some time to approach
the long-time concentration. This effect generally tends to reduce the
control room concentrations computed by CONHAB compared with those found using
the Murphy-Campe method.

The second factor affecting comparison is daughter formation. The estimates
produced by CONHAB are increased due to doses associated with daughter
nuclides. The Murphy-Campe method does not take account of daughter
formation.

For the DEM02 sample run provided with HABIT (see section 11.2), these two
factors nearly offset each other. In general, the dose estimates produced by
CONHAB may be higher or lower than those produced by the Murphy-Campe method
depending on the relative importance of these two effects.

10.4. Starting CONHAB.

CONHAB is started from the HABIT Main window by clicking the CONHAB button.
It may also be started outside of HABIT (i.e., in stand-alone mode) by typing
CB at the DOS prompt. Before CONHAB is run, TACTS and FPFP 2 must be run for
all flow paths through which radionuclides enter the control room. If the
"Use same data for filtered paths 1 & 2"1 check box is checked and if the file
ID---T5A.CNX exists then ID---T5A.CNX is copied to ID---T5B.CNX when the
CONHAB button is clicked.

CONHAB attempts to find the files:

ID --- T5A.CNX, produced by TACT5 for filtered inflow 1
ID --- T5B.CNX, produced by TACT5 for filtered inflow 2 (recirc)
ID--- FPA.CNX, produced by FPFP_2 for unfiltered inflow 1
ID--- FPB.CNX, produced by FPFP_2 for unfiltered inflow 2

NOTE: If any of these files are not found, and the user has specified a non-
zero flow rate for these paths, then CONHAB assumes that the air flowing into
that path contains no radioactivity.

NOTE: It is important to be sure to run TACT5 and FPFP_2 for long enough. If
TACTS or FPFP 2 is run for less than 30 days (720 hours), CONHAB will use the
last concentration from the TACT5 or FPFP_2 run as the intake concentration
until the end of 30 days. You should therefore be sure that one of the
following conditions is met: 1. TACT5 and FPFP 2 are run for at least 30
days, 2. TACT5 and FPFP_2 are run until concentrations are negligible, or 3.
TACT5 and FPFP_2 are run until the flow into the control room becomes zero for
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the corresponding inflow path.

10.5. The CONHAB Main Form.

The CONHAB Main Form is shown in Figure 10.2. The remaining figures for
CONHAB show the way the screens appear when running DEM02. A label at the top
of the form tells the design currently being used. Note that CHEM and
CONHAB share the input file ID---CB.INP. Run title, control room volume, air
flow rates, and occupancy factor appear on data entry forms for both CHEM and
CONHAB and are used by both of these programs. Filter efficiencies,
meteorological parameter values, reactor power, and group fractions appear
only on the CONHAB data entry forms and are used only by that program.

The controls on this form are:

The Clear Values button is used to clear all values from the CONHAB
input and "start over with a clean sheet of paper."

The Edit Design button may be used to create a new design, to change the
design being used, to copy a design or to delete a design. See
instructions above on the use of the Design Edit Window.

The Enter Plant Data button causes the CONHAB Plant Parameters form to
appear.

The Enter Meteorology or X/Q Data button causes the CONHAB
Meteorological or X/Q Parameters form to appear.

NOTE: Meteorology data is used in conjunction with flows through
filtered path 1 and filtered path 2 (i.e., from TACTS). If there is no
flow of contaminants through either of these paths, then you do not need
to enter any meteorological data.

The Enter Control Room Flow Data button causes the CONHAB Control Room
Flow Parameters form to appear.

The Save Design button causes the data to be written to a file. It can
be used at any time to save your work. If you change your data and then
click either Run CONHAB or Done you will receive a warning that your
data has changed. The message will ask if you want to save your data.
If you click Yes, your data will be saved before the run is made or
before the program returns to the HABIT main window. If you click No,
the file will not be saved and all changes will be lost. If you click
Cancel, the Run or Done operation will be aborted.

The Run CONHAB button. Clicking this button causes CONHAB computations
to be done. Information will be written to the screen about the files
being used by CONHAB and about the progress of the computation. The
user can abort the computation by pressing <Ctrl>+C. A message will be
written to the screen indicating whether the computation was
successfully completed. After the computation is completed the user
will be asked to press <Enter> to return to data entry for CONHAB, press
H to return the HABIT main window, or press X to exit HABIT (return to
DOS).

The Done button is used to return to the HABIT main window.
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The Help button is used to obtain help. See Using Help for more

details.

10.5.1. CONHAB Plant Parameters Form.

Figure 10.3 shows this form. The following controls are used to enter plant
parameters for CONHAB:

The Run Title text box.

The Control Room Volume (m3 or ft3) value box.

The Reactor Power Level (MWt) value box.

The Nuclide Data File option buttons determine whether CONHAB uses the
nuclide data file FGR.II , ICRP.30, or ICRP.02. See section 1.10.
CONHAB uses the selected data file to obtain values of decay rates, core
inventory, dose conversion factors, and daughter formation fractions.

The Group Fractions Table is used specify what fraction of each nuclide
group is released in each of the three chemical forms. For instance,
values of 0.95, 0.04, and 0.01 for elemental, organic, particulate in
the halogens column would indicate that 95% of the halogens released are
in elemental form, 4% are in organic form, and 1% is in particulate
form.

NOTE: The reactor power level and the group fractions.are used in
conjunction with flows through unfiltered path 1 and unfiltered path 2
(i.e., from FPFP 2). If there is no flow of contaminants through either
of these paths, then you do not need to enter values for these
parameters.

The Change Units button. The currently selected units are shown with
each of the variables. When the change units button is pressed a form
appears that can be used to change these units. See the section on the
change units form.

The Done button is used to return to the HABIT main window.

The Help button is used to obtain help. See Using Help for more
details.

10.5.2. The Change Units Form.

The change units form, which is used for both CHEM and CONHAB, appears in
Figure 10.4. It is accessible by clicking any of the change units buttons
which appear throughout CHEM and CONHAB.

The top of this forms asked "Do you want numerical values converted?" If the
"Yes" option button is selected, all numerical values already in the input
will be converted from the old units to the new units. If the "No" option is
checked, then the new units will be used for the (unchanged) numerical values.

One of two option buttons is used to choose either meters and meters**3 or
feet and feet**3 for distances and volumes respectively.

One of four option buttons is used to select the units for flow rates.
Choices available are: m3/s, ft3/s, m3/min, and ft3/min.
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10.5.3. CONHAB Meteorological or X/O Data Form.

This form is used to enter values for the meteorological parameters that
CONHAB uses to compute dilution factors (X/Q) for flows entering the control
room through filtered flow paths 1 and 2. Alternately, the form can be used
to input X/Q values directly. See figures 10.5 and 10.6. The data on this
form only need to be entered if radionuclides are assumed to flow into the
control room from filtered paths 1 or 2.

The Step number value box shows the number of the current time step. A
number can be typed in this box followed by <Enter> or <Tab> to move to
a different time step. Typing a number beyond the last time step
defined causes the program to beep and move to the last time step
defined.

The Step + button is used to move to the next time step.

The Step - button is used to move to the previous time step.

When Compute X/Q from Meteorology is checked, the user enters values for
meteorological parameters and CONHAB computes values for X/Q. When
Manual Entry of X/Q is checked, the user directly enters values for X/Q.
The Time drop down list. This list is used to enter new times and to
review existing times. To enter a new time, simply type the time in the
box at the top of this list and press either <Enter> or <Tab>. The new
time will be inserted at the correct place in the sequence of time steps
already in the data. To review the data for existing time steps, tab to
this and use the up and down arrows to scan through the times. For more
information see the section on use of drop-down lists.

When Compute X/Q from Meteorology is checked, value boxes or option
buttons appear for each of the following Meteorological Parameters:

Effluent vertical velocity

Effluent flow rate

Release height

Building height

Building area

Horizontal distance to receptor This is the distance from the
point of release to the intake of the filtered flow path.

Receptor height

Wind Speed

The Vertical Stability Class option buttons are used to specify
the vertical stability class (A-G).

The Horizontal Stability Class option buttons are used to specify
the horizontal stability class (A-G).

When Manual Entry of X/Q is checked, a value box appears for values of
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x/Q.

The Delete Time button. To delete all data for a time step, use the
Time drop down list to show the time to be deleted and then press the
Del Time button.

The Last time defined label shows the step number and time for the last

time step that has been defined.

The Control Room Parameters button.

The Change Units button. The currently selected units are shown with
each of the variables. When the change units button is pressed a form
appears that can be used to change these units. See the section on the
change units form.

The Done button.

The Help button. See Using Help for more details.

10.5.4. The CONHAB Control Room Flow Parameters Form.

This form, which is a schematic representation of the flows into the control
room, is seen in Figure 10.7. It is used to enter time steps, control room
flow rates and occupancy factors into CONHAB. It is identical to the CHEM
Control Room Flow Parameters Form, except that filter efficiencies appear on
the CONHAB form but not the CHEM form.

When entering filter efficiencies on this form bear in mind how they are used
by CONHAB. The "Elemental" filter efficiency is used for the elemental form
of isotopes in the halogens group. The "Organic" filter efficiency is used
for the organic form of isotopes in the halogens group. The "Particulate"
filter efficiency is used for the particulate form of isotopes in the halogens
group and for all three chemical forms of isotopes in the sodiums, solids, and
plutoniums groups. Noble gasses are not effectively removed by filters.

Items appearing on CONHAB Control Room Flow Parameters Form are:

The Step number value box shows the number of the current time step. A
number can be typed in this box followed by <Enter> or <Tab> to move to
a different time step. Typing a number beyond the last time step
defined causes the program to beep and move to the last time step
defined.

The Step + button is used to move to the next time step.

The Step - button is used to move to the previous time step.

The Time drop down list. This list is used to enter new times and to
review existing times. To enter a new time, simply type the time in the
box at the top of this list and press either <Enter> or <Tab>. The new
time will be inserted at the correct place in the sequence of time steps
already in the data. To review the data for existing time steps, tab to
this and use the up and down arrows to scan through the times. For more
information see the section on use of drop-down lists.

The Del Time button. To delete all data for a time step, use the Time
drop down list to show the time to be deleted and then press the Del
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Time button.

The Last Time Defined label shows the step number and time for the last
time step that has been defined.

The Unfiltered air source 1 value box is used to specify the flow of air
into the control room from unfiltered air source 1. This is used for
flows through the plant to the control room as modeled by FPFP_2 for
this flow path.

The Unfiltered air source 2 value box is used to specify the flow of air
into the control room from unfiltered air source 2. This is used for
flows through the plant to the control room as modeled by FPFP_2 for
this flow path.

The Bottled air release value box specifies the flow rate of bottled air
into the control room.

The Filtered air source 1 frame is used to specify the flow of air into
the control room from filtered air source 1 and the filter efficiencies
for this filter. This is used for flows through the atmosphere to the
control room.

The Filtered air source 2 (feeds recirculating filter) frame is used to
specify the flow of air into the control room from filtered air source 2
and the filter efficiencies for this filter. This is used for flows
through the atmosphere into ducts feeding the recirculating filter and
then into the control room.

The Recirculation flow rate value box. Note that this is the rate of
flow of air out of the control room into the recirculating filter. The
total flow rate through the recirculating filter is the sum of this flow
rate plus the flow rate into the recirculating filter from filtered air
source 2.

The Recirculating Filter frame is used to specify the filter

efficiencies for the recirculating filter.

The control room Occupancy Factor value box.

A label indicating the leakage rate of the control room. This shows the
total rate at which air must leak from the control room to offset the
inflow. It is simply the sum of the inflow rates and is provided for
information purposes only.

The Met Params button may be used to switch to the Meteorological
Parameters Form.

The Change Units button. The currently selected units are shown with
each of the variables. When the change units button is pressed a form
appears that can be used to change these units. See the section on the
change units form.

The Done button.

The Help button. See Using Help for more details.
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10.6. Forms for CONHAB Data Entry.

The following three pages show forms that may be used to collect data for use
in CONHAB.
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CONHAB Work Sheet
Plant Parameters

Run ID: __ ___

Run Title:

Distance and volume

m and m3

Flow rate units:

m3/s

ft 3 /s

units:

ft and ft 3

m3/min

ft 3 /min

Reactor Power Level (MWt):

Control Room Volume (m3 or ft 3 ):

Nuclide Data File:

FGR.11 ICRP.30 ICRP.02

Group Fractions:

Halogens Nobles Solids Sodiums Plutoniums

Elemental

Organic

Particulate
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CONHAB Work Sheet
Meteorological Parameters

Complete one page for each time step or make a table showing X/Q for each time

step.

Run ID:

Step Number: Time (hrs):

Distance and volume units:

m and m 3 ft and ft 3

Flow rate units:

m3/s
ft_ 3 /s

__m3 /min

Sft3 /min

Meteorological Parameters:

Effluent vertical velocity (m/s)

Effluent flow rate (flow rate units)

Release height (mi or ft)

Building height (m or ft)

Building area (m2 or ft 2 )

Horizontal distance to receptor (m or ft)

Receptor height (m or ft)

Wind speed (m/s)

Vertical stability A B C D E F G

Horizontal stability A B C D E F G
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CONHAB Work Sheet
Control Room Flow Parameters

Complete one page for each time step.

Run ID:

Step Number: Time (hrs):

Flow Parameters:

(Flow rate units for flows and percent for filter

Flow from unfiltered source 1 (FPFP_2 A)

Flow from unfiltered source 2 (FPFP_2 B)

Bottled air release flow

Flow from filtered source 1 (TACTS A)

Filter efficiencies

Elemental _ organic Particulate

Flow from filtered source 2
(TACTS B, feeds recirc.)

Filter efficiencies

Elemental _ Organic Particulate

Flow from control room
into recirculating filter

Recirculating filter efficiencies

Elemental _ Organic Particulate

Occupancy factor (fraction)

efficiencies.)
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Figure 10.2: The CONHAB Main Form.
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Figure 10.3: The CONHAB Plant Parameters Form.
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Figure 10.4: The Change Units for CONHAB Form.
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Figure 10.5: The CONHAB Meteorological or X/Q Data Form
when Meteorological Data are Being Input.



Figure 10.6: The CONHAB Meteorological or X/Q Data Form
when X/Q Data are Being Input.
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Figure 10.7: The CONHAB Control Room Flow Parameters Form.
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11. SAMPLE RUNS

Three runs of HABIT are included in the HABIT distribution package and may be
installed when you install HABIT. They are in the directories
C:\HAB_DEMO\DEMO1, C:\HAB_DEMO\DEM02, and C:\HAB_DEMO\DEM03. These may be
used to familiarize yourself with the use of HABIT and to verify that your
version of HABIT gives the correct answers.

DEM01 is a design for running EXTRAN and CHEM for a hypothetical toxic
chemical release. DEM02 is a design for running TACT5 and CONHAB for a
hypothetical radioactive release. DEMO3 is a design for running FPFP 2 and
CONHAB for a hypothetical radioactive release. The scenarios for these
releases are briefly discussed below. All design specification (input) files
needed to run HABIT are included as are all of the files produced by HABIT.
The output files, *.TAB, and *.SPD are designed to be self-explanatory. Some
of the program output files have been shortened to conserve space on the
distribution disks. Places where data has been removed are indicated in the
files.

A good way to familiarize yourself with the operation of HABIT is to start
HABIT, click the "Edit Design" button, then click the "Copy Design" button.
Copy DEMOI, DEM02, or DEM03 to another path and design name. You may then
experiment using the copy to review the designs, make changes and run the
HABIT programs.

11.1. DEMOl, A Hypothetical Toxic Chemical Release.

DEM01 is a hypothetical release of chlorine gas due to the rupture of a tank
car. This release is shown schematically in Figure 11.1. In the
demonstration run, contaminated air enters the control room for 30 seconds
following the arrival of the plume. The control room is then isolated by
shutting the external intake and using bottled air.

Figure 11.2 shows chlorine concentration versus time for the air at the
control room intake and in the control room for the cases with and without
isolation using bottled air. This plot was produced from the DEMO1EX.SPD and
DEMO1CH.SPD files by importing them into Quatro Pro as quote and comma
delimited files. Making the run with no isolation is left as an exercise for
the reader.

The horizontal line across the middle of Figure 11.2 shows the current NRC
exposure limit of 30 ppm for chlorine gas as proposed by Mahlum and Sasser
(1991, p. 15). It can be seen that the isolated control room remains below
the exposure limit in this case.

Even without isolation, the control room concentration is less than the intake
concentration during the first few minutes due to the time delay associated
with ventilation of the control room. This delay provides some time for the
control room to be isolated. Control room concentrations fall off
exponentially once the control room is isolated.
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Another exercise which may be done by the reader is to make a sequence of
EXTRAN runs for distances of 50, 100, 200, 500, and 1000 meters between the
spill and the control room intake keeping other parameters the same. Values of
average concentration during the first two minutes after plume arrival can
then be plotted as a function of distance. One can also plot maximum
concentration during the first two minutes after plume arrival versus
distance.
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Figure 11.1: Schematic Diagram of the Flow used in DEMOI.
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11.2. DEM02, A Hypothetical Radioactive Release Through TACT5

The DEM02 example is a hypothetical release of radioactive halogens and noble
gasses to the atmosphere, followed by intake of the radioactivity into the
control room. The release rates to the atmosphere are computed by TACT5 and
the subsequent control room doses are computed by CONHAB. This case is a
simulation of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA). This case is shown
schematically in Figure 11.3. TACT5 is used to model the containment and to
determine the rate of nuclide release to the atmosphere. Once the nuclides
are released to the atmosphere, CONHAB takes over the computation. CONHAB
computes values for X/Q, uses these to determine concentrations at the control
room intakes (filtered paths 1 and 2), and then determines control room
concentrations and the associated doses.

Figure 11.4 is a schematic representation of the way that the containment is
modeled by TACT5. The containment building in this case is equipped with
sprays. However, the operating floor and other structures prevent the sprays
from effectively reaching all parts of the containment. For this reason, the
containment has been modeled as two nodes: "spray" and "unspray" with
unfiltered transfer representing convection between the two.

The accident simulation starts with a puff release into the spray and unspray
nodes. During the entire scenario, activity leaks from the containment to the
environment. This leak is modeled as an unfiltered transfer. From 672 to 675
hours and again from 696 to 699 hours, the containment is vented to the
atmosphere through filters.

Air flows into the control room used by CONHAB in this case are shown in
Figure 11.5. Using the notation of Chapter 10, we have

F 1 = 0
F 2 0
F3  31
F4  567
F5  1512
F 6  0
N3  0
N0
N5  0.95
C3  C4

The equations in section 10.2 then become

Rin C1 F1 +C2 F2 +C3 F3 (1-N 3 )+C 4 F4 (1-N 4 )(1-N 5 )

= C3 (F 3 +F4 (I-N 5 )).

F out -FI+F 2 +F3 +F4 +F6

= 3+F4.
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Rout = Fout(A(t)/V)+F5N5A(t)/V

= (Fout+FsNS) A(t)/V

= (F3 +F4 +F5 N5 ) A(t)/V

= (F3 +F4 +F5 N5 ) Ccr(t),

where Cc (t) is the control room concentration at time t. After a long time,
a steady state is reached in the control room when the rates of activity
entering and leaving the control room are equal (Rin=Rout). At that time

Ccr/C 3 = (F3 +F4 (I-N5 )) / (F3 +F4+F5N5 )

This leads to the definition of the iodine protection factor (IPF) as

IPF = (F3 +F4 +F5 N5 ) / (F3 +F4 (1-N5 ))

According to a 1974 paper by Murphy and Campe the inhalation dose within the
control room can be estimated by the inhalation dose at the control room
intake divided by the IPF.

TACT5 estimates the thyroid dose outside the control room as 1911 rem (see the
file DEMO2T5A.TAB). For this case IPF = 34.2. As discussed on page 6.4-11 of
the Standard Review Plan, the estimate of the dose in the control room can be
further reduced by a factor of 10 if the plant has two widely-separated air
intakes. The Murphy-Campe method therefore produces an estimate of 5.59 rem
thyroid dose in the control room.

According to CONHAB, the control room thyroid dose (see the file DEMO2CB.TAB)
is 56.49 rem. When this is reduced by the factor of 10 as a credit for dual
air intakes, the control room dose becomes 5.65 rem.

In this case there is very close agreement between the doses found using the
Murphy-Campe method and those found by CONHAB. For this case the protection
afforded by the time delay of control room ventilation is nearly exactly
offset by the increase in dose associated with daughter formation. See the
discussion in the chapter on CONHAB.

Figure 11.6 shows the thyroid rem/hr at the intake and in the control room.
The curve for the air intake was computed using CONHAB with a small control
room volume (10 m ) and zero values for filter efficiencies. This computation
can be done by the reader as an exercise. The thyroid dose computed by CONHAB
for the intake was 1970 rem. The difference between this value and the value
of 1911 computed by TACTS is daughter formation. Thus we see that daughter
formation increased the thyroid dose in this case by about 3%!. Taking the
intake dose computed by CONHAB (1970 rem), dividing by the IPF (34.2), and
comparing the answer with the control room dose computed by CONHAB (56.49)
shows that the time delay associated with control room ventilation decreases
the thyroid dose in this case by about 2%.

The protecting influence of the time delay of control room ventilation can be
seen for early times in Figure 11.6. Another feature in this case is the
sudden drop in rem/hr at the intake at 8 and 24 hours due to changes in X/Q in
the release scenario. These changes are associated with assumptions made in
determining 8 hour and 24 hour X/Q values for regulatory purposes and not with
any sudden changes that would occur in the real atmosphere. This produces
control room concentrations that are greater than those outside. In an actual
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situation, control room staff could reduce control room doses by ventilating
the control room during periods when intake concentrations are less than
control room concentrations.
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Demo2 Schematic

Containment

Unfiltered
Leakage

Filtered
Venting

Unfiltered
Leakage

Filtered
Venting

Figure 11.4: Schematic Diagram of the Containment Flows
Used in TACT5 for DEM02.
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Demo2. Control Room Flows
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Figure 11.5: Schematic Diagram Control Room Flows

Used in CONHAB for DEM02.
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11.3. DEMO3, A Hypothetical Radioactive Release Through FPFP 2.

DEM03 is a hypothetical scenario for the release of radioactivity from the
core into the containment and its subsequent flow through the plant into the
control room. Figure 11.7 gives a schematic diagram of this situation. The
way that this case in modeled by FPFP_2 is shown schematically in Figure 11.8.

In this cage the containment volume is 21600 ft 3 and the control room volume
is 6250 ft . One percent of the core is released into the containment at time
0. This gives puff release concentrations of

0.01 core fraction / 21600 ft 3 = 4.6E-8 core fraction / ft 3 .

The containment is ventilated with 1 air change per hour giving a flow rate of

21600 ft 3 / 60 min = 360 ft 3 / min.

Most of the air leaving the containment flows into the environment, however,
4 ft3 / min flows into the control room, say through a leaky door. As seen in
Figure 11.8, this situation is modeled in FPFP_2 using a resis ance type space
to split the flow. The control room is ventilated with 375 ft / min of clean
external air.
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Fig for DEMO3A
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Figure 11.8: Schematic Diagram of the way
DEMO3 is Modeled by FPFP_2.
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12. PROGRAMMING NOTES FOR HABIT

This chapter is intended for use by persons who need to gain a deeper under-
standing of the programming details of the HABIT programs. It contains a
number of informal comments about the programs. Most users can skip this
chapter without missing any information needed to run HABIT.

The distribution disks for HABIT contain all files needed to run HABIT on a
personal computer running DOS 5.0 or higher as well as files for demonstration
runs of the programs. The disks also contain source code for the HABIT data
entry and computational routines.

The source code for HABIT consists of nearly 35,000 lines of code and comments
in 110 files. Nearly 33,000 lines of the code and comments are Visual Basic
for DOS routines for data entry. The remainder are the Fortran computational
routines.

The programs have been designed to smoothly move from one module to the other
as needed.

12.1. HABIT Executable Modules.

The executable files in the HABIT package can be divided into two groups.
The first group consists of programs used for data entry and which control the
flow of execution. These where written in Microsoft Visual Basic. They are:

XHABIT.EXE, the habit main window.

XEXTRAN.EXE, data entry for EXTRAN

XCHEM.EXE, data entry for CHEM

XFPFP2.EXE, data entry for FPFP_2

XCONHAB.EXE, data entry for CONHAB

XTACT5.EXE, data entry for TACTS, everything not in the next two modules.

QTACTS.EXE, data entry for TACT5 nuclide selection

STACT5.EXE, data entry for TACTS time dependent variables

RUNPROG.EXE, RUNPROG2.EXE, used by data entry routines to shell computa-
tional routines (see below).

VBLINK.EXE, not actually used when running HABIT. This routine is used
when linking the HABIT routines as explained below.
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The-second group of executable files consists of the computational routines.

These were written in Microsoft Fortran. They are:

EXTRAN.EXE, the computational module for EXTRAN

CHEM.EXE, the computational module for CHEM

FPFP_2.EXE, the computational module for FPFP2

CONHAB.EXE, the computational module for CONHAB

TACTS.EXE, the computational module for TACT5

12.2. HABIT Data Entry Routines.

The data entry routines have all been written especially for HABIT and are new
in this version. They are written in Microsoft Visual Basic for DOS, Version
1.0. The source codes for the programs contain fairly extensive in-line
comments and should be understandable by anyone familiar with Visual Basic.
The comments here are intended to provide additional assistance concerning a
few aspects of the code.

Most of the data entry routines are too large to be linked while in the Visual
Basic Editor. The file HABIT.MAK contains all of the dependencies needed for
compiling and linking the HABIT data entry routines. It is intended for use
with the NMAKE utility that comes with Microsoft Fortran and with the LIB
library program that comes with both Visual Basic for DOS and Microsoft For-
tran.

Sometimes the command lines needed to link the data entry routines were too
long. This problem was surmounted by use of a special utility VBLINK.EXE that
was written for use with HABIT.MAK.

WARNING: When linking Visual Basic Routines it is important to use the LINKER
that comes with Visual Basic and NOT any other linker. If you use an unsuit-
able linker the code may appear to compile, but will not execute.

The file HABIT.MAK will be extremely useful for learning how the many forms
and files used in the HABIT data entry routines fit together.

The files QTACT5.MAK, RUNPROG.MAK, RUNPROG2.MAK, STACTS.MAK, XCHEM.MAK, XCON-
HAB.MAK, XEXTRAN.MAK, XFPFP2.MAK, XHABIT.MAK, and XTACT5.MAK are NOT true
makefiles, that is they do not show dependencies for use by NMAKE. These
files are project files for use by the Visual Basic Programming Environment.

The files ALLBAS.MAK, ALLFRMS.MAK, ALLFRMSI.MAK, ALLFRMS2.MAK, ALLFRMS3.MAK,
ALLFRMS4.MAK, ALLMAIN.MAK are project files for use in the Visual Basic Pro-
gramming Environment. They can be used when you want to do some search or
edit process on all'of the HABIT data entry routines.

The file C:\HABIT\SPECFILE is used as a template for creating design files
(ID---.DSG). It is read and all occurrences of "DEMO-" are replaced with
"ID---". This file and only this file establishes the naming conventions used
by HABIT.

The file C:\HABIT\SPECDESI is used tell HABIT routines which design file is
currently being used. It contains the path to the current design and the name
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of the design specification file.

HABIT.BAT sets the DOS environmental variable EXEPATH to "C:\HABIT\". All
HABIT routines use this environment variable when shelling programs and when
looking for files expected to be on C:\HABIT (such as SPECFILE, ICRP.30, and
RANGES.SET).

The DOS environment variable DEBUG has been used to turn on/off various
features of the program that were useful while debugging the code. In the
current version setting DEBUG=YES results in the program asking if it is okay
to proceed before shelling a different module.

When a button is pressed to run one of the computational routines, the data
entry program transfers control to the program RUNPROG.EXE. RUNPROG.EXE reads
the file ID---.DSG and creates the file ID--- xxx.RUN, where xxx is EX, CH,
TSA, T5B, FPA, FPB, or CB depending on which program is to be run.
ID--xxx.RUN contains the names of the input and output files that will used by
the computational routines. RUNPROG.EXE then transfers control to
RUNPROG2.EXE, which shells the computational program. When the computational
program is finished, RUNPROG2.EXE returns control to the data entry program,
the HABIT Main Window, or DOS, depending on the key pressed by the user.
RUNPROG.EXE and RUNPROG2.EXE are used in order to maximize the amount of
memory available to the computational routines. Some of the computational
routines are too big to run if they are shelled directly from the data entry
routines or even if shelled from RUNPROG.EXE.

The routines in MSGFRM.BAS and MSGFORM.FRM are not currently used by the HABIT
data entry routines. They were written to provide an easy way to obtain
output on the screen during program development and have been left with the
HABIT source codes so that they may be used during future work.

.12.3. The HABIT Computational Routines.

The FORTRAN routines that perform the actual HABIT computations are documented
in the NUREG's and NUREG/CR's that have been referenced above for each of the
routines. Some of those references contain discussion of the program compon-
ents that may be useful if you need more details than are given here.

The original Fortran codes varied widely in programming style and in legibili-
ty. Some parts of the code have been entirely rewritten, some have had major
editing, and some have had little or no changes. As a result the legibility
of the code and the completeness of the in-line comments is uneven. Whenever
routines were modified, changes where made to make them more readable. Unfor-
tunately there was neither time nor money in the HABIT development task to
allow editing all of the source code to make it fully legible or to bring it
up to modern standards of program formatting.

The HABIT package was developed using the Microsoft Fortran compiler, Version
5.10. Although most of the code should be portable to other Fortran 77 com-
pilers, a couple of non-portable features have been used.

The most important is that the code contains in-line comments separated from
the Fortran code by exclamation marks (!). It is also important that the
READ(iou,*) statements be able to ignore items following exclamation marks.
This feature is used to place comments in the *.INP files.

The *.INP files written by the HABIT data entry routines contain comments
explaining the meaning of variables. These are separated from the data by
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exclamation marks (!). These comments are considered to be sufficient to
allow a user to understand the contents of these files without need for fur-
ther documentation.

Both *.INP and *.CNX files are read using * format. The programs are there-
fore able to read these files even if the number of columns or location of
decimal points in the numbers is changed. The one exception is that nuclide
concentrations listed in the files ID---T5A.CNX and ID-- -TSB.CNX must be
formatted using

FORMAT(IX,AS,IX,I5,1P,2EII.3)

The computational modules in HABIT can be compiled from their Fortran source
files using the makefiles: CHEM.MAK, CONHAB.MAK, EXTRAN.MAK, FPFP_2.MAK, and
TACT5.MAK.
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13. The Computational Time Steps Used in HABIT.

This section contains a description of how TACTS, FPFP 2 and CONHAB determine
the size of computational time steps. The issue of time steps arises because
earlier versions of FPFP 2 and CONHAB used the time steps provided by the
user, which could be too large resulting in very poor computational accuracy.

Simple tests indicate that the rules stated below enable CONHAB to produce
accurate dose estimates even when the user enters time steps much longer than
the time scale over which control room concentrations change. Nonetheless,
the user should think about the size of the time steps specified in the re-
lease design. The user should consider the air exchange interval (i.e., the
inverse of the number of air changes per hour) of the control room and the
half lives of the nuclides that most strongly contribute to the doses. The
user should specify time steps during the early part of the release that are
not more than 5 or 10 times the air exchange interval and not more than 5 or
10 times the half lives of the most significant nuclides. This helps to
ensure that the program doses not miss quickly evolving changes in dose rate
at the start of the episode. Longer time steps can be taken later when the
short-lived nuclides have decayed away and when the control room has been
ventilated by several air changes.

The algorithm used by the programs to select time steps is an attempt to
ensure that the time steps are small enough to produce small computational
errors (less than 5%) even if the user specifies long time steps. A 5% compu-
tational error is deemed acceptable because it is much smaller than the typi-
cal errors associated with uncertainties in specifying the release scenario.
Tests indicate that the time step selection algorithm is generally successful
for ensuring computational accuracy, but that it can fail if the user-entered
time steps are longer than 50 to 60 times the air change times or the decay
times of the nuclides that give significant contributions to the dose.

The exact details of how the time step selection is implemented can be seen by
reviewing the computer codes. The discussion here is intended to give a
general understanding of the conceptual basis for time step selection.

13.1. CONHAB Time Steps.

The method used to select a time step is most easily seen by first considering
CONHAB. The equations used by CONHAB are valid only if the concentrations at
the intakes do not change by too much during any time step. This means that
TACTS and FPFP 2 must write values to their respective .CNX files that have
sufficient temporal resolution for use by CONHAB.

CONHAB computes the doses within a time step based on the integral of the
control room concentrations during the time step. This is done using Simp-
son's rule on the concentrations at the start and end of the time step. The
rules used to determine the time steps used by CONHAB are designed so that the
value obtained by the Simpson's rule integration is a good approximation to
the actual integral of the dose rate.

CONHAB first tries to take a time step that goes from one time that a control
room or inflow parameter changes to the next time that a parameter changes.
CONHAB then checks to see if this time step is sufficiently small to give good
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accuracy for the doses for each organ. If so, the time step is okay and is
used. If not, CONHAB tries a smaller time step. This process is repeated
until a satisfactory time step is found.

If the time step gets as small as 0.1 second and is still too large, a warning
message is printed to the screen and to the .TAB file, the 0.1 second time
step is taken, and computation proceeds. It is expected that this will not
occur in actual use of the program. It is included as a safeguard against the
program getting "stalled out" taking very small time steps.

A time step is considered to be small enough if at least one of the following
conditions is met for every organ:

Rule 1. The dose rate for this organ changes by less than 5% during
this time step.

Rule 2. The contribution of this time step to the cumulative dose for
this organ is less than 5% of the contribution that was found for some
time step that has already been tried.

Rule 3. If this dose rate were to continue until the end of the 30 day
calculation then it would contribute less than 5% to the cumulative dose
already found for this organ.

These rules can be explained heuristically as follows:

Rule 1. This rule is illustrated in Figure 13.1. The rule states that
a time step will be used if

2 ABS[ d(t) - d(t+dt) ] / [ d(t) + d(t+dt) ] < 0.05,
where

d(t) is the dose rate at time, t, and
d(t+dt) is the dose rate at time t+dt.

Because control room concentrations behave as exponential functions,
they are relatively smooth functions of time. Limiting the change in a
time step to 5% means that the line segment used by Simpson's rule will
be very close to the function itself.

Rule 2. This rule is illustrated in Figure 13.2. Say that CONHAB has
previously tried the time step between t and t +dt . If that time step
had been used it would have contributed Pn amouat t6 the cumulative dose
equal to the lightly shaded area in Figure 13.2. As can be seen from
the figure, this area is not a very good estimate of the integral of the
function. The time step currently being tried is represented by the
darkly shaded area between times t and t+dt. If the darkly shaded area
is less than 0.05 of the lightly shaded area, then the trial time step
is used. This rule says that the trial time step will contribute less
than 5% of the total dose based on the using the darkly shaded area as a
crude estimate for the total dose.

At the start of the release, control room concentrations are near 0.
Rule 2 is needed to "allow the computation to get going." Basically,
this rule says that the time step is okay if its contribution to the
dose is less than 5% of the contribution we have estimated for some
larger time step. This condition allows the program to look ahead and
conclude that this time integral will not contribute very much to the
total dose.
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Rule 3. This rule is illustrated in Figure i3.3. The cumulative dose
up to time t is represented by the lightly shaded area. The darkly
shaded area is .the additional cumulative dose that would occur if the
mean dose rate during the trial time step were to continue until 30
days. The trial time step is used if the darkly shaded area is less
than 0.05 of the lightly shaded area. In mathematical form, this rule
states that the trial time step will be used if

-0.5 • [ d(t) + d(t+dt) ] [ 30 days - t I < 0.05 CumDose(t),

where CumDose(t) is the cumulative dose for time t. Note that if the
trial time step is used, only the area between t and t+dt is added to
the cumulative dose.

This rule is useful late in the computation. After a long time the
concentrations may be very small compared to earlier in the release.
This rule applies when the concentrations have become so small that they
will contribute little additional dose between this time and the end of
the computation.

If a trial time step is too large, a new smaller time step is tried. If the
trial time step is acceptable, it may be possible for a larger time interval
to be used for the next step. In either case the next time interval is chosen
as the longest time interval that would be expected to meet either rule 1 or
rule 2 for all organs at the 4% level. Using a time step expected to satisfy
a 4% tolerance improves the efficiency of the program by reducing the likeli-
hood that the new time step will be too large.

13.2. FPFP 2 Time Steps.

The time steps used by FPFP 2 are based on similar methods to those in CONHAB.
A time step is considered acceptable if at least one of the following condi-
tions is met for all three of the groups (halogens, noble gasses, and particu-
lates) in each node and for flow out of the end node:

Rule 1. The concentration changes by less than 5% during this time
step.

Rule 2. The time integral of the concentration during this time step is
less than 5% of the integral of the concentration for some other time
step that has been tried.

Rule 3. The concentration is so small that the time integral of this
concentration from this time to the end of the calculation or until 30
days (whichever is longer) is less than 5% of the time interval up to
this time.

Rule 4. The length of this time interval is less than 5% of the time
constant for this node. The time constant for a node is the e-folding
time for the concentration of this form within this node (i.e., the time
required for the concentration to make a 63% adjustment towards its
steady state value). For rooms and ducts the time constant includes the
effects of ventilation and removal processes. Filters and resistances
do not have time constants associated with them. Any size time step is
okay for a filter or a resistance.

The first three of these conditions are exactly parallel with the conditions
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in CONHAB. The fourth condition is added to take advantage of knowledge of
the time constants of the nodes. A condition similar to the fourth condition
could not be used in CONHAB because of the effects of radioactive decay on
CONHAB concentrations.

13.3. TACT5 Time Steps.

TACT5 determines coefficients for the analytic expressions (exponential func-
tions) that describe the concentrations of all of the nuclides in each of the
nodes and the release rates to the environment. These are computationally
exact (to within errors determined by the matrix solution methods) regardless
of the size of the time step used. The doses computed by TACT5 are obtained
using the analytic expressions for the integrals of the environmental concen-
trations and are therefore also computationally exact. Thus, any size time
step is adequate when TACT5 is run by itself.

However, when TACT5 is used within HABIT, the rates of nuclide release comput-
ed by TACT5 must have sufficient temporal resolution to insure that the doses
computed by CONHAB are accurate. This is done by considering values for
hypothetical dose rates and cumulative doses for a person exposed to air
contaminated by nuclides released from the plant. This person is assumed to
have a constant breathing rate and X/Q. Rules 1 through 3 are then applied to
the dose rates and doses for each organ for this person.
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Rule 1

Contibution of the trial time step
to the cumulative dose -,

dft
Dose
Rate

dptdq

t + dt Time

Figure 13.1: Schematic Diagram of Rule 1
for Determining Time Steps.
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Rule 2
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Figure 13.2: Schematic Diagram of Rule 2
for Determining Time Steps.
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Figure 13.3: Schematic Diagram of Rule 3
for Determining Time Steps.
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